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COSMICRAYGROUP
I. X-RayAstronomy
A. Rocket Experiments
The optical identification of ScoX-1, the great x-ray source in Scorpio, was achieved in
an investigation carried out in collaboration with scientists at American Science and Engineering,
the Palomar Observatory and the Tokyo Observatory. The investigation was based on a rocket
experiment which was conducted in March 1966. The experiment employed a multi-grid modula-
tion collimator which is based on the same principle as the two-grid modulation collimator
developed earlier at MIT 1 and used by the ASE-MIT group in a rocket experiment that set an
upper limit of 7 arc minutes on the angular diameter of ScoX-1.2 The multi-grid collimator was
composed to two sets of four grids. Each set had narrow transmission bands approximately 75
arc seconds wide separated by approximately 5 arc minutes. The separation between the bands
of the two sets was arranged to differ by about 5% so that the transmission directions of the two
sets of grids coincided approximately every (1/. 05) x 5' = 100 arc minutes. X-rays transmitted
by the grids were detected by bands of proportional counters. Analysis of the relative phase of
the counting rate peaks from the two collimators in relation to aspect data derived from direct
photographs of stars through a portion of the grid structure yielded two probable locations of
ScoX -1, each with an uncertainty of about one arc minute.
Astronomers at the Tokyo Observatory and Mt. Palomar were informed of these results
and both groups observed a blue stellar object of magnitude 13.0 4.5 within one arc minute of
one of the prescribed positions. This object was observed to fluctuate rapidly by as much as
one-half magnitude in one day. The visible spectrum shows several identified lines with rapid
variations.
The modulation collimator for this experiment was designed and fabricated at MIT. Ex-
tensive optical and x-ray tests were carried out to align the grids and study the the transmission
properties of the collimator for x-rays and visible light.
A complete describption of the results on ScoX-1 obtained in this investigation is contained
in three publications in the Astrophysical Journal. 3, 4, 5 (M. Oda, H. Bradt, G. Garmire, B. V.
Sreekantan, G. Spada)
1. M. Oda, "High resolution x-ray collimator with broad field of view for astronomical use",
Applied Optics 4, 143 (1965).
2. M. Oda, G. Clff-rk, G. Garmire, M. Wada, R. Giacconi, H. Gursky, and J. Waters, "Angular
sizes of the x-ray sources in Scorpio and Sagittarius", Nature 205, 554 (1965).
3. H. Gursky, R. Giacconi, P. Gorenstein, J.R. Waters, M. Oda, H. Bradt, G. Garmire, and
B. V. Sreekantan, "A measurement of the angular size of the x-ray source ScoX-l", Astro-
phys. J. 144, 1249 (1966).
4. H. Gursky, R. Giacconi, P. Gorenstein, J.R. Waters, M. Oda, H. Bradt, G. Garmire, and
B. V. Sreekantan, "A measurement of the location of the x-ray source ScoX-l", Astrophys.
J., October 1966.
5. A.R. Sandage, P.Osmer, R. Giacconi, P.Gorenstein, H.Gursky, J.Watters, H. Bradt, G. Gar-
mire, B.V.Sreekantan, M.Oda, K.Osawa and J. Jugaku, Astrophys. J., October 1966.
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B. Balloon Experiments
Activities in the area of balloon x-ray astronomy increased very substantially in this year.
New results on the spectra and distribution of cosmic x-ray sources were obtained. In summary
the activities and results were:
1. A sky survey between right ascensions 18 h and 6h and declinations -10 ° and +70 °, and
measurements of the spectra of Cyg XR-1 and Tau XR-1 between 15 and 70 keV were carried out
with a 400 cm 2 NaI(T1) scintillation detector telescope.
2. Several potential x-ray sources (SN1604, Cas A) were inspected and the spectrum of
Tau XR-1 was measured with a 100 cm 2 NaI(T1) scintillation detector telescope whose orientation
is controlled by telemetry from the ground.
3. A 5000 cm 2 survey spectrometer-telescope employing xenon proportional counters was
designed and is under construction.
4. A 2000 cm 2 orientation-controlled "broom" telescope for studying the x-ray emission
of the Virgo and Como Clusters was designed and is under construction.
5. A lithium drifted germanium detector telescope for high resolution spectroscopic
analysis of x-ray sources was designed and is under construction. (G. Clark, J. Overbeck, W.
Lewin, I. Glass, J. Stein, R. Sullivan, H. Tannenbaum, and A. Womack)
II. High Energy Gamma Ray Astronomy
A. OSO Program
The backup version of the S-57 gamma ray experiment for OSO-E1 is being integrated
and tested at Ball Bros. Research Company. Preflight data analysis programming has been
continued, and the analysis programs have been tested on artificial data. (G. Clark, G. Garmire,
M. Greenberg, LNS and W. Kraushaar, University of Wisconsin)
B. OAO Program
The backup gamma ray experiment that used the spare model of the Explorer XI instru-
ment and that was to be carried out in collaboration with the principle investigator, W. Kraushaar,
of the University of Wisconsin, was lost aboard the OAO-1. (G. Clark, G. Garmire; LNS.
R. Rasche; Center for Space Research. W. Kraushaar; Univ. of Wisconsin)
III. Interplanetary Plasma
A. Plasma Probe Instrumentation for Satellites
In the period December 1965 through September 1966 plasma experiments were launched
on the following satellites: Pioneer A, OGO-B. A-IMP, and Pioneer B. All of these experiments
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operated successfully and all are operating at the present time. Instruments for the second
A-IMP launch and for the Mariner ' 67 mission are currently in the final stages of calibration
and testing. (J. Binsack, J. Davis, T. Dawson, A. Lazarus, and W. Shaw)
B. Detector Design and Development
An extensive study of particle trajectories in the MIT detector has been carried out using
a computer. The calculation allows one to predict the response of the detector in the positive
ion mode to an arbitrary spectrum and intensity of electrons; similar calculations have been
carried out for the response when the detector is operated in the electron mode. Although the
response is small in all cases, a sufficiently high flux of electrons will give a signal in the
positive ion channels and vice versa. The result of the above calculation is that, in general, the
output of the instrument contains sufficient information to allow the determination of the velocity
distributions of both the electrons and the positive ions.
It is also possible, using the above calculations as a guide, to design sensors in which the
separation of the positive and negative ion fluxes is several orders of magnitude greater than
that exhibited by the detectors used so far. This is particularly important for measurements in
the transition region. The design and testing of these improved sensors is in progress.
(J. Binsack)
C. Analysis of Data from Satellite-borne Plasma Experiments
During the past year an intensive program of data analysis has been in progress using
results from IMP-I, IMP-II, OGO-I, Mariner IV, and Pioneer VI. Work has started on the
analysis of results obtained from A-IMP, OGO-III and Pioneer VII. The analysis of the IMP-I
data reported in the LNS Progress Report for December 1965 has been repeated taking into
account the effects mentioned in Section B of this report. A summary of the results obtained for
IMP-I, IMP-II and OGO-I is as follows.
1. Analysis of the IMP-I Plasma Measurements
The MIT plasma experiment carried aboard IMP-1 (Explorer 18) carried out plas-
ma measurements for an extended period of time out to geocentric distances of 31 earth
radii. The flux of positive ions was explored in the range of E/q between 45 and 5400 eV,
and the el ectron flux in the range 65 to 210 eV was also recorded.
The initial analysis of these data used the results obtained for the first three
months of operation and showed conclusively that in the vicinity of the earth three physical
regions can be defined. Region I, beyond the influence of the earth, contains an omni-
present antisolar-directed "supersonic" plasma flow in qualitative agreement with the
model of the "Solar Wind" advanced by Parker. Typical plasma properties observed
during periods of low Kp were: flux densities from 1 to 4 times 10 e em-2sec-l; densities
from 4 to 15 cm -3, and bulk velocities from 250 to 450 km sec q. The spread in thermal
velocity is consistent with temperatures in the range of 105 °K. In the vicinity of the
earth on the sunlit side, Region II, the "transition region", separates the solar wind from
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the region of stable trapping, the van Allen belts. The IMP-I results show that Region II
is analogous to the classical region of thermalization which separates a blunt body from
a detached blow shock in the case of supersonic flow. In terms of this model, Region III
corresponds to the blunt body, in this case the magnetosphere, and is characterized by
the absence of detectable low energy plasma.
One of the most interesting problems which should perhaps be soluble using the
IMP-I data is whether or not Region I is separated from Region II by a classical detached
bow shock. If this is the case, there must be conservation in the flow of mass, momentum
and energy across the boundary. In turn, these conservation equations (the Rankine-
Hugoniot equations) predict that the number densities before and after the shock are
related by:
Pl/D2 = (T- 1)/(T+ 1)
Since gamma almost certainly lies between 5/3 and 2, the number density should change
by about a factor of 3 going from Region ! to Region lI.
The calculation outlined above was performed about two years ago and resulted in
very high density ratios, about 8 to 10. Since then it has gradually become clear that
low energy electrons, _ 50 eV, are present in the transition region and cause spurious
signals when the detector is operated in the positive ion mode. Although the response
(relative to positive ions of the same energy and intensity) is small in all cases, a suf-
ficiently high flux of electrons will produce a signal in the positive ion channels. Taking
this effect into account, the number densities of the positive ions can be computed cor-
rectly in Region II. This has been done for the first 21 orbits of IMP-I and the average
change in density is found to be 2.4. The results are not so conclusive as one might hope,
but it must be remembered that the conservation equations should be checked by simulta-
neous measurements in Region l and Region II. In the present case, a measurement
requires about one hour and the properties of the plasma often change drastically on this
time scale.
The method of calculation outlined above has been used to compute hourly averages
of the plasma parameters in Region I for the four months during which IMP -I penetrated
this region of space. The results are being prepared for publication. (E. Lyon, G.
Moreno, S. Olbert, and G. Pal)
2. Analysis of the IMP-II Plasma Measurements
The IMP-II satellite (Explorer 22) was launched on October 4, 1964, into a highly
elliptical orbit with apogee at 15.9 earth radii (Re) into the subsolar region. The MIT
plasma experiment on this satellite (a Faraday cup similar to the experiments flown on
previous satellites) made extensive measurements of the solar plasma in the vicinity of
the earth. The nearly five months of useful data that have been analyzed included some
measurements of the intexp lanetary solar wind, but a greater portion of the data was ob-
tained while the satellite was in the earth' s magnetosphere and the transition region.
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Duringthelifetime of theIMP-II satellite, solar cyclenumber19waswaningand
thenewcyclewasjust becomingestablished.Thesatellitewasableto provideinforma-
tion onthespatialandtemporalbehaviorof theboundariesof thetransitionregionduring
twosolar rotations. Theaveragepositionsof theouterboundary,thebowshock,andthe
inner boundary,themagnetopause,duringthis periodagreeremarkablywell with those
computedfrom theIMP-I dataa yearearlier (Lyon, 1966). However, comparing the
deviations about the mean values shows that the spreads are greater for the IMP-II data.
This almost certainly reflects the increased activity at the start of solar cycle 20 begin-
ning in October 1966.
Some of the larger excursions from the mean boundary positions exhibit a recur-
rent pattern and can be related to the recurrent geomagnetic storms and solar M regions.
This same pattern is evident in the 3-hour K diagrams. Several of these storms resulted
P
in boundary compressions to 80 percent of the average positions, and one event was
simultaneously explored by the IMP-II and the OGO-I satellites on opposite sides cf the
magnetosphere.
In addition to the larger, more prominent motion of the boundaries at the time of
solar activity, it has been found that the boundaries are essentially continuously in motion.
Usually shock and magnetopause satellite traversals are rich in multiple boundary cross-
ings. One example of long term oscillatory boundary motion has been observed with
period of 2.7 hours and 10 percent amplitude.
The structure of the interplanetary medium has been studied from the viewpoint of
contact discontinuities associated with recurrent M-region storms on the sun. On one
occasion the velocity of the "driver gas" of the enhanced plasma exceeded 750 km/sec,
but more normal values were near 500 km/sec. A plasma density pile-up usually pre-
ceded the velocity jump by approximately a third of a day.
Measurements in the transition region revealed the presence of disturbed plasma
behind the shock boundary. Estimates of the electron thermal energy show it to be below
50 eV. Fluxes of electrons have also been measured in the magnetosphere in the dawn
hemisphere where thermal energies near 1 keV are common.
A study of the IMP-II data near perigee was rewarded by an unforeseen bonus. A
consistent feature of the data in one of the channels can be shown to be caused by the
satellite passing through a high density stationary cloud of positive ions near the earth.
The region occupied by these ions has a rather sharp boundary near 5 R e where the den-
sity increases by one or two orders within a fraction of an earth radius. This region has
been investigated by knee-whistler radio techniques and has been tentatively termed the
plasmasphere. The IMP-II data have mapped the boundary of the plasmasphere and its
response to solar and geomagnetic activity and agree remarkably well with data obtained
from whistler propagation studies. (J. Binsack)
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3. Analysis of the OGO-I Plasma Measurements
Data from the OGO-I electron detector covering the period October to December
1964 have now been analyzed; a summary of the principal results follows:
Electrons of energies between 125 eV and about 2000 eV were observed out to
distances of 24.4 earth radii near the geomagnetic equator on the dusk side of the earth
by means of a Faraday cup detector with four energy windows. In the transition region
between the magnetosphere and the solar wind, fluxes of electrons varying from 108 cm-2
sec -1 to 1010 cm-2sec-1 were found, the higher values occurring during magnetic storms;
the differential flux of the electrons varied with energy roughly as E -4 to E -6 indicating
that the electrons were a non-Maxwellian high energy tail of a distribution peaked well
below 125 eV. Weak or no fluxes were detected in the solar wind; the termination of
transition region electron fluxes occurred at the shock front, except that during one mag-
netic storm strong fluxes were found out to some distance in front of the shock. In the
magnetosphere a band of electrons of mean energy of a few hundred eV, density of order
1 cm-3 and flux of order 109 cm-2sec -1 was found extending from the magnetosphere
boundary inward to a sharp termination at 11 ± 1 earth radii, occasionally closer; crossing
this termination inward, the mean energy of the electrons dropped sharply (as much as a
factor of 5 in 1 earth radius distance) while the density increased slightly. This band is
identified with the soft electron belt previously inferred from Lunik 1 and 2 observations
by Gringauz. At distances greater than about 10 earth radii from the dawn-dusk meridian
on the night side, a region of electrons of mean energy 40 to 80 eV, density 5 to 10 cm-3
and flux of the order of 1010 cm-2sec -t was found, but limited data prevented determining
its precise boundary. Throughout the surveyed region of the magnetosphere, including
both the high and low energy regimes mentioned, the electron energy density was found
to be approximately the same and relatively unvarying; the total energy density of the
plasma, if equipartition of energy between electrons and protons is assumed, corresponded
to magnetic fields of 20 to 40 T, comparable to the measured fields.
Work is continuing on data from the proton detector and on later periods. (V. M.
Vasyliunas)
IV. BASJE Cerenkov Light Experiment
An experiment to measure at high altitude the pool of Cerenkov light (CL) emitted by
Extensive Air Showers (EAS) during their traversal of the atmosphere is presently being conducted
by the Laboratory for Nuclear Science (LNS) of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
collaboration with the Department of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Maryland. This
experiment will be operated in conjunction with the present array of EAS detectors of the Bolivian
Air Showers Joint Experiment (BASJE) on Mr. Chacaltaya at an altitude of 17,200 feet above sea
level.
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Theobjectivesof theexperimentmaybedescribedasfollows: TheCerenkovlight
emittedby theEASparticles in theatmosphereis attenuatedonly slightlyduring its passage
throughtheatmosphereto the level of detection. Thusthemeasuredpoolof CL is closely
relatedto thetotal track lengthof EASparticlesabovethe experimentalstationandtherefore
yields informationaboutshowerdevelopmenthighin theatmospherewhich, in turn, is closely
relatedto thenatureof thenuclearcascadein thecoreof the EASandalso to thenatureof the
primary particle.
In practice, themagnitudeandthefluctuationsof therelative amountsof Cerenkovlight
andelectronsat Mt. Chacaltaya will be studied as a function of shower size. Ideally, the showers
may be found to fall into several distinct classes according to the character of their CL pools.
Optimistically, these classes might then be identified with the various primary particles such
as protons, heavy nuclei and gamma rays. More realistically, the CL measurements will pro-
vide very significant new data on the character of each detected shower. Added to the wealth of
other data provided by the present BASJE, it will open new possibilities for studying the composi-
tion of the primary particles and the development of showers.
The average atmospheric depth of the maximum development of EAS initiated by heavy
primaries is smaller than those initiated by protons of the same total energy. They should,
therefore, exhibit a significantly higher CL photon (yc) to electron ratio. Estimates based upon
-1--
calculations by Zatsepin and Chudakov indicate that this is a 60 percent effect for the case of Fe
primaries. The average depth of EAS produced by primary photons is also less than that of
proton-initiated showers. However, because of the electromagnetic character of photo-initiated
showers, they have a greater average size at a given primary energy at the altitude of Mt. Cha-
caltaya and thus exhibit a lower Yc/e ratio than do proton-initiated EAS. Estimates indicate that
this is about a 30 percent effect.
The 60 m 2 BASJE muon detector has already made possible the selection of a group of
"no-mu" EAS which may be produced by photon primaries. If these showers are also associated
with unusually small amounts of CL, our earlier conclusion that these showers are basically
electromagnetic in character would be confirmed. Similarly, if the showers with an unusually
large amount of CL also have a large muon content, it would strengthen arguments that these
showers are due to heavy primaries. One form of analysis of the data may be to construct a two-
dimensional plot of shower frequency with respect to the/_/e ratio (in 60 m 2) and the Yc/Ne ratio
where N is the shower size, or total number of electrons at the level of observation. Distinct
e
classes of EAS would appear as a clumping of points in this presentation (See Fig. 1.1)
No systematic study of the pool of Cerenkov Light emission by EAS has as yet been
carried out at altitudes above 3860 m. It is clear that such a study should be performed while
BASJE is still in operation, not only because the CL data can be correlated with the other EAS
characteristics, but because at the high altitude of Mt. Chacaltaya (5200 m) the experimentally
observed quantities are more closely related to the physically interesting properties of the first
1. V.I. Zatsepin and A. E. Chudskov, Soviet Physics JETP 15, 1126 (1962).
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few generations of EAS development. Also, from a phenomenological point of view, this
experiment is essential to the complete description of the character of EAS at these high altitudes.
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Fig. 1.1
Sample presentation of data. Each point represents
one air shower. Tc is number of Cerenkov photons.
Consideration of fluctuations in the depth of the first interaction of primary particles
clearly indicates that this experiment must be carried out at mountain altitudes rather than at
sea level. Indeed, at sea level, fluctuations in the 3,c/N e ratio due to differing primary particles
would be completely masked by normal fluctuations in the electron number due to this effect,
whereas at the altitude of Mr. Chacaltaya this would not be the case.
Each detector (Fig. 1.2) consists simply of nine five-inch diameter photomultiplier tubes
which view the sky directly during moonless nights. In order to optimize the ratio of the Ceren-
kay Light flash signal to the noise from fluctuations in the background DC starlight flux, it is
important to have short integration times ( < 100 rsec) at the phototube anodes. Because of the
long cable lengths between the detectors ( _<400 m) and the electronics room, this signal must be
analyzed at each detector. Accordingly, rather complex electronics are contained in each
detector. An array of 13 such detectors will be installed over an area of radius 300 m.
At present five detectors have been installed and initial data have been accumulated.
Preliminary runs under controlled conditions indicate that we are successfully observing the CL
emitted by the EAS in the atmosphere rather than CL emitted by electrons in the glass of the
photomultipliers.
This experiment continues to be the principal research project of Mr. Allen Krieger, a
graduate student in the MIT Physics Department, who is making it the subject of his doctoral
thesis. He has successfully carried out the partial installation and initial tests of the array. He
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hadthe assistance of three students from MIT and the University of Maryland during this period.
He utilized their talents and abilities with excellent results. He continues to be assisted by one
graduate student from Maryland, Mr. Brian Rennex. Overall supervision of this project is
provided by Professor H. Bradt. Prof. Martin La Pointe is the senior collaborator at the
University of Maryland. (H. Bradt, A. Krieger, G. Minagawa, LNS; M. La Pointe, B. Rennex,
University of Maryland)
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Figure 1.2
Cerenkov Light Detector
V. Search for Quarks in Cosmic Rays
Recently theoretical concepts based on unitary symmetry (SU 3) have led to speculations
about the existence of fractionally charged (1/3 e and 2/3 e) particles of mass heavier than the
nucleon. Experiments carried out both at BNL and CERN have yielded a negative result indicating
that if quarks exist their mass must be higher than about 4 BeV which is the maximum mass
particle that can be produced at these accelerators.
Several cosmic ray experiments have been carried out both at mountain altitude and sea
level and these have set an upper limit of about few times 10-9/cm 2 sc. st. for the flux of relativis-
tic quarks. In all these experiments the charge identification is based on the measurement of the
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energyloss of ionizationwhichis for relativistic 1/3 e particles 1/9 Imi n, and for 2/3 e particles
4/9 Imi n, where Imi n is the energy loss of a minimum ionizing singly charged particle. Most of
these experiments have not yielded unambiguous results because of i.) small area and aperture
telescopes and consequently poor statistics; ii.) poor charge resolution, and iii.) heavy back-
ground.
A telescope of considerably larger area and aperture and with the possibility of much
better charge resolution compared to any that have been operated so far, has been designed and
is being set up in a basement laboratory under a total equivalent absorber thickness of about a
meter of concrete.
The telescope (Fig. 1.3) consists of three scintillators S l, S2, and S3, and three propor-
tional counters Pt, P2, and P3, stacked one above the other as shown in the figure. S 1 and S3
are plastic scintillators 6" thick and 38" diameter and S 3 is a liquid scintillator 7" thick and 42"
diameter. Each scintillator is looked at by four Dumont 6364 photomultipliers. The proportional
counters are 4" high and cover an area of 48" x 48". They are filled with Argon-Methane mix-
ture at atmospheric pressure. The scintillators have a uniform response over the entire area
and the distribution of pulse heights as determined by the passage of cosmic ray muons through
the telescope up to an angle of --,45 °, show a FWHM of 20% for the scintillators and 25% for the
proportional counters. The advantage of proportional counters is that they have a negligible
efficiency for gamma rays, thus reducing considerably the background anomalous events.
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Figure 1.3
A block diagram of the electronics, triggering system, and display of the proportional
counter pulses is shown in Fig. 1.4. The window discriminators are adjusted such that the first
channel passes pulses which are centered around 1/9 Imin, the second channel around 1/4 Imi n
and the third channel 4/9 I . . The sweep of the oscilloscope is triggered and the proportional
mm
counter pulse heights recorded whenever there is a coincidence between the corresponding
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channelsin thethreescintillators. Theidentityof thechannelthattriggers is indicatedbya
correspondingneonlampwhichis photographedalongwith the scopetraces.
PA AMP DISC c 1
DELAY
NEONS
Figure 1.4
A preliminary experiment extending over a period of about 136 hours has been carried out
with all the three scintillators in position and with only the middle proportional counter. The
results are as follows:
Area X solid angle of the telescope
Time of operation
Flux of cosmic ray muons
Triggering rate with windows set as above
Rate of association of pulses in the middle
proportional counter
Rate of association with pulses between 0.08 and
0.751
min
Upper limit to 1/3 e candidates
Upper limit to 2/3 e candidates
0.75 m 2
136 hrs
1.8 x lOS/hr
40/hr
lO/hr
1/hr
O. 07/hr
O. 4/hr
(These upper limits are on the assumption that all quarks are relativistic.)
Upper limit to the flux of 1/3 e --,5 x 10-9/cm 2 sc. st.
Upper limit to the flux of 2/3 e ,_3 x 10-S/cm 2 sc. st.
(The over-all efficiency was estimated to be ,,_50%).
It is seen that even with one proportional counter operating and with only 136 hours of
operation, the limits that have been obtained are as good as any of the earlier experiments that
have been reported. The insertion of the other two proportional counters should reduce the
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backgroundeventsconsiderablyandenablethedeterminationof a more reliable upperlimit even
in a month's operation.
After an initial periodof operationof aboutthreemonthsat sealevel, it is proposedto
movethetelescopeto Mr. Chacaltayain Bolivia (alt. 17,000ft) becauseof thefollowingconsider-
ations:
Themethodadoptedfor chargeidentificationworksonlyfor relativistic quarks, since
otherwisetherateof ionizationlossbecomescomparableto thatof singlychargedfastparticles.
Quarksof masssay10BeVare relativistic onlyat energiesgreaterthan40BeV,whichcanbe
producedonly in interactionsof energygreaterthan200BeV. Becauseof this mostof thequarks
are producedonlyatvery highaltitudes. If thequarksare evenslightly interacting, thechances
of catchingthemasrelativistic quarksare muchhigherat analtitudeof 500gms/cm2thanat
sealevel. Evenaninteractionmeanfree pathof 200grns/cm2wouldincreasetheflux of relativ-
istic quarksbya factorof 10at 500grns/cm2, comparedto sealevel. Also therelativistic
quarkswill beassociatedwithmuchsmaller sizeshowersat 500grns/cm2thanat sealevel. This
mayhelp in filtering out theaccompaniedsoft componentmoreeasily. (G. Garmire, B. V.
Sreekantan)
VI. InfraredAstronomy
Usingthe61-inchreflector of HarvardObservatory,wehaveattemptedto measurethe
spectrumof theCrab Nebula, the Orion Nebulae, and the Andromeda Nebula (M-31) in the range
1 - 2.5 microns. The spectral scans were made using an interferometer loaned to us from Block
Associates by Mr. Lawrence Mertz. No reliable signals were obtained from either M-31 or
M-42, probably due to their large zenith angle at the time the scans were made. There is evi-
dence of a signal from the Crab Nebula in the continuum between 2.1 and 2.4 microns; however,
the quality of the data was rather poor and further scans of this object will be made during the
winder of 1966-67. Theoretical estimates yield an estimated intensity some 50 times less than
that measured in this experiment.
A lamellar grating spectrometer is under construction, which will be capable of spectral
measurements between 10 microns and 2 mm. The first object to be studied will be the sun.
Measurements of the solar spectrum will be made as a function of altitude up to perhaps 120,000
feet. The general features of the solar spectrum in this region are well understood, so the
emphasis will be on obtaining data on the transmissivity of the upper atmosphere. Should a
significant portion of this region of the spectrum be accessible from balloon altitudes, scans will
be made of the reststrahlung spectrum of the moon and nearer planets. (G. Garmire, H. Hin-
teregger, R. Thompson)
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VII. Developmentof a Lithium-driftedGermaniumDetector
for GammaRayLines
Thisnewtypeof photon detector has already demonstrated its ability to improve the re-
sults of nuclear spectroscopy. Only 3 eV of an incoming photon' s energy is required for the
production of each electron-hole pair, as contrasted with 30 eV for the production of an ion-
electron pair in a gas counter or 300 eV for the production of a photoelectron in a NaI scintillation
counter.
The germanium crystals used have just enough lithium drifted into them to provide the
electrons to compensate the impurity gallium. The mobile holes produced by the gallium would
otherwise greatly outnumber the electron-hole pairs produced by photons. The lithium is intro-
duced by a lengthy process of heating the crystal while an electric field is applied to it. The
field causes the lithium to drift until each lithium ion stops near a gallium atom. The lithium
near the crystal' s surface is in a supersaturated solution at room temperature so in order to
preserve this unstable state and also to suppress the thermal generation of electron-hole pairs
the detector must be kept at liquid nitrogen temperature.
With the help of Prof. Norman Rasmussen of MIT' s Nuclear Engineering Department we
are now drifting lithium into two germanium crystals 1 cm thick and 15 and 20 cm 2 in area. Not
only is it inexpensive to do this ourselves, but we have the capability of reprocessing the detector
if it should warm up or of replacing it with improved detectors as they are developed.
The cryogenic equipment for it is being built with special consideration given to the
necessity of surrounding the detector by an active, high Z anticoincidence shield. Since back-
ground reduction is as important as attainment of high resolution we are using a very thick anti-
coincidence shield made of a 5-inch thick, 7-inch diameter cylinder and a tube one foot long, with
8-inch and 3-inch outside and inside diameters.
This detector system should be as good as the present state of the art permits in both
area and background rejection. We hope that it will also have an energy resolution near 3 keV
FWHM from 30 keV to well over 1 MeV. This type of detector with its thick anticoincidence
shield seems to be the best detector available today for detecting cosmic gamma ray lines above
100 keV. A schematic drawing of the detector is shown in Figure 1.5.
DEWAR FOR
LIQUID NIThOGEN
_"_ COLD FINGER
..
LITHIUM DRIFTED GERMANIUM
PHOTOMU LTI PLtERS DETECTOR
Figure 1.5
Sketch of detector telescope
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Thedetector' s sensitive depth will be about 5 grn/cm 2 so that its efficiency will be
greater than 60% to about 200 keV and essentially 100% below 100 keV. At higher energies, its
somewhat lower efficiency is offset by its excellent resolution.
As an example of the detector' s capability, let us take the Clayton and Craddock flux
estimate for 390 keV Ct_51 photons from the Crab Nebula: 9.7 x 10-5 cm-2sec-t We estimate
the background in the detector at this energy to be about 1.2 x 10-5 cm-2sec-lkeV-1 and its
efficiency to be about 30%. Its area and energy resolution are taken as 20 cm 2 and 3 keV res-
pectively. We can expect from the Crab Nebula, then, about 2.1 counts per hour due to Cf 2st,
and that these counts will be more than four standard deviations above the background after an
observing time of four hours.
Because our understanding of the sites for nucleosynthesis is still vague it is not unreason-
able to expect fluxes even larger than the above from some sources. X-ray astronomers with ins-
truments of considerably lower resolution have already seen "bumps" of unknown origin in x-ray
source spectra. Our detector telescope should be able to clarify the origin of these quite rapidly.
It should also be noted that the detector we are developing has a reasonable size and
complexity so that in addition to the high altitude balloon experiments we propose, it would be
well suited for use on a satellite which could supply the necessary orientation and cryogenic
facilities. With exposure times of days or months one could be sure of getting significant results
concerning cosmic radioactivity as well as lunar, terrestrial, and solar radioactivity.
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I. Scope
Theprogramof the Accelerator Physics Collaboration consists of four main parts:
1. Neutral decay modes of elementary particles and charge exchange reactions. Tnis work
has been mainly carried out with spark chamber and counter arrays at Brook_haven National
Laboratory.
2. Photo-induced reactions in a hydrogen bubble chamber: This work has been carried out in
a hydrogen bubble chamber at the C EA and is almost complete.
3. PEPR: This is the development of a computer-controlled measuring and scanning machine.
This development is now beginning its production mode on the study of pp interactions at
3.7 BeV/c.
4. MIT 500-liter Bubble Chamber: It has been decided to reassemble this chamber and
install it as a facility at Argonne National Laboratory. It will be used, at first, in a pion study
in the multi-BeV range. As part of this study, we have requested 100,000 pictures from the
MURA 30-inch bubble chamber.
II. Summary of Past Year' s Work and Expected Progress
1. Spark Chamber
The A.G.S. exposure of 7r- + p---neutrals in the energy range 1 BeV -4 BeV has been
under analysis during this past year. We hope to complete the analysis shortly. The results
will include angular distributions for charge exchange scattering and _ 0 production; also, we
will break down the multiple _ production into 27r°, 3_, etc., contributions.
We have set up and are currently making an exposure at the B. N. L. Cosmotron on the
reqction 7r- + p _ + N. Our aim is to study the _q0 branching ratios for decay. We are using a
neutron time-of-flight system plus visual detection of the neutron as part of our triggering sys-
tem. We plan to take this equipment with suitable additions and modifications to higher energies
and look at the general class of reactions 7r- + p --O ° + N, where O ° can be any neutral boson
resonance such as o °, ¢o°, f0 X 0, etc. The point would be to study decay branching ratios, with-
in one experiment, of both neutral and charged final states.
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2. 12-inchBubble Chamber Studies
During this period, we have completed the analysis of the data taken at the CEA. This is
being reported in a series of six papers to the Physical Review. Five of the six papers are
complete and submitted. They are:
a. Analysis of y-p reactions in a hydrogen bubble chamber to 6.0 BeV,
cross sections and laboratory distributions.
b. Photoproduction of p0 mesons.
c. Photoproduction of strange particles.
d. Photoproduction of w0 mesons.
e. Production of the N*(1238) nucleon isobar by photons of energy up to 6 BeV.
f. Photoproduction of multi-pion resonances.
These papers will complete our studies on photo-induced reactions in a bubble chamber.
These studies are the first of their kind and, although we shall not pursue this field any longer,
the work will continue at other electron accelerators, such as SLAC and DESY.
3. PEPR
In this period, the prototype PEPR, coupled to the PDP-1, has measured some 50 events
on an experimental basis. Plans are being implemented to schedule P EPR on a one-shift
production basis starting in October.
In addition, the bidding cycle for a three-view P EPR has been completed. Our recommen-
dations as to choice of vendor has been forwarded to the A. E.C. This three view system will
make available the possibility of track-following in three dimensions for the first time. This
extremely powerful aid to pattern recognition should improve the throughput of events in a
substantial way.
The PDP-6 has arrived and has been installed. After the usual software and hardware
difficulties, the computer is now operational. The changeover from the PDP-1 to the PDP-6 will
begin in November. Most of the translation of the programs from the PDP-1 to the PDP -6 has
been completed. It is expected that production operation will resume early in 1967. Transferring
from the PDP-1 to the PDP-6 should result in a significant improvement of the analysis rate.
As part of the PEPR program, we are analyzing pp interactions at 3.7 BeV/c incoming
momentum. We have hand-measured 6,000 events. These same events will be measured by
P EPR and compared.
On careful examination, the yield of events from the film on hand (5-year-old BNL 20-inch
film), will not be as high as the 100,000 events originally estimated. This film contains probably
a factor five less than this. Although the film will yield interesting results, it will not be the
large-scale experiment originally expected.
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4. MIT 500-liter Bubble Chamber
Negotiations have been completed with Argonne National Laboratory to transfer the MIT
500-liter Bubble Chamber there.
An orderly transition from the MIT operation to the Argonne operation has been planned.
Tnis transition should be complete in the next two years.
The program with the chamber, combined with P EPR, will be a systematic survey of
pion physics in the multi-BeV region. As a start on this program, we have requested 100,000
pictures at 3.9 BeV/c from the MURA 30-inch hydrogen bubble chamber. This film will be
analyzed on PEPR.
III. Proposed Work
Although our work in photoproduction with a hydrogen bubble chamber will not be con-
tinued, all other areas will be actively pursued. In particular, we are looking forward to
analyzing about 300,000 pion interactions in this period.
Besides counter and spark chamber work, we will be doing a systematic study of high-
momentum k interactions at Argonne. _'his will be in the unique rf separated beam that our group
is instrumental in developing.
PUB LICATIONS
P. Bastien, B. T. Feld, V. K. Fischer, et al., Photoproduction on Hydrogen of p0 Mesons
between Threshold and 6 BeV, Phys. ]_ev. 146, No. 4, 994-1000, (June 24, 1966).
TH ESIS
I. M. Asher, H. M. Bozler, Development of an Ultrasonic Helium Bubble Chamber, B.S.,
(June 1966).
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I. Photodisintegrationof Be9
Analysisof the Beg(%n) data,nownearingcompletion,will yieldcross sectionsfor and
angulardistributions of photoneutron production leaving the Be 8 nucleus in its ground state and
the excited states accessible with the gamma-ray energies available at the MIT accelerator
(4-15 MeV). Cross sections for the three-body breakup of Be 9 are also being derived.
The data were taken at electron energies from 4.2 to 15 MeV in steps of 1.5 MeV. The
photoneutron spectra have been treated with a Monte Carlo method to remove target scattering
effects and each run has been reduced to a cross section assuming that all neutron emissions
proceeded via the Be s ground state. From a comparison of these data it has been possible to
derive the actual Be 9 + 3'--_n + Be 8 ground state cross section from E = 2.5 - 15 MeV. From
-y
measurements performed at neutron emission angles of 24 °, 76 o and 155 ° relative to the photon
dot
beam, angular distributions have been derived in the form _-_ = a 0 + alp I (cos 8) + a2p 2 (cos 8).
The cross sections for the runs at the four lowest bremsstrahlung end point energies and
the resulting actual ground-state cross sections for the three angles are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2,
and 3.3. The values of a2/a 0 and ai/a 0 obtained from these cross sections are shown in Fig. 3.4.
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2-he non-zero values al/a 0 above 3.2 MeV are indicative of the presence of both even and
odd parity amplitudes in this region of excitation of B e 9 . The lack of any other experimental
evidence for a state in this region and the lack of evidence for assigning the 1/2- spin and parity
to any other detected level leads us to make the tentative assignment of 1/2- to this interfering
level. The value, -0.4, of a2/a 0 at 3.0 MeV is consistent with that obtained for electric dipole
excitation of a pure 5/2 + level. This is further evidence to confirm the 5/2 + spin and parity
assignment to this level.
Analysis of the higher energy runs to obtain the ground-state cross sections and angular
distributions at higher energies is almost complete, as is the analysis of the excited-state cross
sections and their angular distributions.
II. Photoneutron Systematics: The Angular Distributions and Energy
Spectra of Photoneutrons from Heavy Elements
The energy spectra of photoneutrons from Bi, Pb 2°8, PI_ °7, Pb 2°e, TI, Hg, Au, W, Ta,
Er, Ho, Sm, Pr, La, I, Sn, and In were measured at 24 °, 76 °, and 156 ° relative to the photon
beam from the MIT Linear Accelerator. Bremsstrahlung spectra were used with endpoints of
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15, 14, and 13 MeV. l_ne neutron energies were determined using a time-of-flight spectrometer
with 10 meter flight paths and 8 ns resolution. Subtracting the 14 MeV (or 13 MeV) data (proper-
ly normalized) from the 15 MeV (or 14 MeV) data yields neutron spectra generated by an equiva-
lent photon spectrum peaked at 14 MeV (or 13 MeV) with a FWHM of 2 MeV.
The angular distributions of the photoneutron spectra from these three bremsstrahlung
spectra were analyzed in the form W(O) = a 0 + alP 1 (cos e) + a2p 2 (cos e). a t was found to be
approximately constant with energy for each target, and to range from -0.07 to +0.05 with
statistical errors of 40.02 and estimated systematic errors of 40.09. Therefore a 1 was assumed
to be zero for all targets, and the angular distributions are presented in the form W(O) = a 0 +
a2P2(cos 8). The anisotropy (a2/a 0) was found to increase with neutron energy. The low energy
photoneutrons (< 3 MeV) are isotropic (a2/a 0 = 0) and the anisotropy is a maximum at or near the
neutron endpoint. This maximum value of the anisotropy shows marked shell effects. It is a
maximum (-a2/a 0 = 0.6 to 0.7) near the closed shell nuclei Pb 2°8 and Pr, and it has a minimum
(-a2/a 0 = 0.15 to 0.3) between these two closed shells, in the region of the deformed nuclei.
These results are shown in Figure 3.5.
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The neutron difference spectra are characterized by an isotropic evaporation component
which dominates at low neutron energies, and an anisotropic resonance direct component which
dominates at high neutron energies. The transition from one component to the other is quite
abrupt, typically taking place in an energy interval of about one to two MeV.
It was found to be possible to fit the neutron difference spectra with the theoretical curve
dN/dE n = const EnCrCOJ(U)+kS(En), where w(U) is the level density of the residual nucleus at an
excitation energy U, crC is the inverse capture cross section, and S(E n) is the energy spectrum
of the direct component. The data was analyzed using three approximations for the level density,
[exp 2_/-a3/2U ] /(U+t) 3/2, [ exp 2 a_2U ] /(U+t) 2, and exp (-E/T), where t is given by the equation
U=amt2-t. S(En) was calculated using Wilkinson' s model of the giant resonance. In the above
equations, a m (or "13, and k were the only adjustable parameters. Figure 3.6 shows the data
for Pb s°8 along with the difference spectrum and fit according to the above model.
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.+-jp+l)A s/3.The values of a s generally follow the predictions of Newton, a2=K_z K was
found to be 0. 067. Fig. 3.7 shows the results for a s. The fraction of directly emitted neutrons,
f, defined as the integral of the direct spectrum divided by the integral of the total spectrum,
was found to be about 14%, and approximately constant with A, the mass number.
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These results are being prepared for publication.
III. Photoneutron Polarization Experiments
The final analysis of the photoneutron polarization data has been completed. Table 3. I
lists the elements, laboratory neutron production angles, and the bremsstrahlung end-point
energies for which results were obtained. These final results combine all measurements made
in 1962, 1963, and 1964. Plots of some of these results are shown in Figs. 3.8 to 3.13. The
polarization Pn is defined to be positive in the direction of k T x k n, the directions of the incoming
photon and outgoing photoneutrons respectively (Basel convention). The data plotted have been
corrected for the polarimeter response function and tunnel scattering, and for internal scattering
in the Photoneutron targets. The errors shown include all known sources of statistical and
systematic uncertainties.
Measurements of the polarimeter response function for 14.7 and 2.86 MeV neutrons were
completed last spring and final theoretical fits to the experimental corrections made. These fits
were then used to correct the experimental data. The theoretical calculations for polarimeter
response function and tunnel scattering are estimated to be accurate to 30% or better.
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Table3.I
A list of elements for which photoneutron polari-
zation measurements were made.
Neutron emission
Element angle (degrees)
O16
C12
Ca40
pb20S
H 2
45
90
45
90
90
45
90
45
90
B remsstrahlung
end -point
energy (MeV)
24, 30, and 38
30
30 and 47
30 and 50
28
28
21
.6o
.5o
.4o
.3o
.20
Pn
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A new set of He4(n, n) scattering phase shifts was obtained from Hoop and Barschall.
These revised phase shifts were used to recalculate the polarimeter' s polarizing power and
detection efficiency, and a complete re-analysis of the data has been made. At present all the
data are being prepared for publication.
IV. Polarization of Scattered Neutrons
A new program is underway to measure the angular distribution of the polarization of
elastically and inelastically scattered fast neutrons. The 150 keV Cockcroft-Walton Accelerator
of the MIT Nuclear Engineering Department is being used to produce unpolarized 14.7 MeV
neutrons by means of the T(d, n)He 4 reaction. An intensity of 5 x 1010 neutrons in 4 pi steradians
has been attained using 3-5 c tritium-titanium targets and a 500 /zA deuteron beam.
The polarizations of the various neutron groups scattered by a target are analyzed by
means of a Helium-Xenon polarimeter. (MIT Progress Report, Dec. 31, 1965, and earlier.)
Basically, it consists of a high pressure (50 atm) He-Xe gas scintillation counter and an array
of liquid scintillation detectors. The left-right asymmetry in the scattering of neutrons by the
1. Private communication, to be published.
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helium is determined by counting rates in the liquid detectors. The scintillation pulses produced
by recoiling helium nuclei in the gas counter are analyzed only when they are in delayed coinci-
deace with neutron-proton recoils in the liquid scintillation detectors. Since the angle of
scattering of the neutron is known, the recoil pulse height spectrum represents the energy
distribution of the neutrons incident on the gas counter. By suitable addressing of a multi-
channel analyzer, events are stored in the memory according to the polar and azimuthal angle
of the second neutron scattering.
The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 3.14.
14.7 MeV Neutrons
\
\
\
\
\
b
Scatterinq
Tar(jet
._ B-->
\
\
Liquid Scintillation
Detectors. Left scatterinq
 i ui0
Concrete Shield in(j
Wall "-" 5' thick
_ He-Xe GasScintillation Counter
Scintillation
Detectors. Riqht scattering
Figure 3.14
Preliminary data using C t2 as a target have been obtained. The spectrum of He 4 recoils
in delayed coincidence with neutron-proton recoils in one side detector is shown in Fig. 3.15.
In order to increase the rate of data acquisition, four more liquid scintillation detectors
are being added. In addition to C 12, 016 and Ca 4° will be used as targets in the initial experiments.
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V. Saskatoon Collaboration: Shell Effects in the High
Energy Photoproton Spectra from Li 6
A study of the high energy protons emitted in the nuclear photoeffect in the E .-_ 100 MeV
T
region can yield information about the photonuclear reaction mechanism, about the structure of
the nucleus, and about the high-momentum components of nuclear wave functions. Experiments
with E > 200 MeV are consistent in some detail with the quasi-deuteron model, in which the
Y 1
photon interacts with a neutron-proton pair. At lower energies, the situation is not so clear.
The most complete experiment is that of Whitehead, et al.2 who measured differential cross
sections for photoprotons at five energies from carbon, lithium, and beryllium with 40-100 MeV
bremsstrahlung. Most of the data could be accounted for with the quasi-deuteron model. However,
for the "threshold protons", i.e., those with the maximum energy kinematically allowed for a
given photon energy, the size of the cross section and the angular distribution deviated substantially
1. J. Garvey, B. H. Patrick, J. G. Rutherglen, and I. L. Smith, Nuclear Phys. 70___,241 (1965),
with references to earlier work.
2. C. Whitehead, W. R. MacMurray, M. J. Aitken, N. Middlemas, and C. H. Collie, Phys.
Rev. 110, 941 (1958).
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from thepredictionsof a quasi-deuteroncalculation. Moreover,the cross section for the
production of 37 MeV photoprotons from lithium as a function of E exhibited two peaks, at
'V.
E _ 45 MeV and E ,-, 62 MeV. A subsequent calculation by Fujii i using a direct-interactionT T
mechanism and the shell model, showed that this phenomenon, as well as the observed angular
distribution, could be represented as the ejection of protons from the p-shell and the s-shell of
Li 7 , and that in this respect the nuclear photoeffect was thus very similar to the (p, 2p) reaction.
A significant difference between the two processes lies in the initial particle momentum range
investigated -- the majority of the (p, 2p) data sample proton momenta up to ,-,200 MeV/c,
whereas for a 100 MeV photon ejecting a proton from the p-shell of Li 6 , the initial proton momen-
tun goes from 310 MeV/cat _ =0 ° to 475MeV/cat e = 180 ° .
P P
If these single-particle effects are indeed occurring, a measurement of the photoproton
energy spectrum with sufficient resolution at a single bremsstrahlung energy should show two
features displaced in energy by the difference in proton separation energies for the s- and p-shell.
An experiment to investigate with good resolution the proton spectra and angular distribu-
tions in the nuclear photoeffect at 100 MeV has been performed at the Saskatchewan Accelerator
Laboratory. Bremsstrahlung produced by the electron beam striking a . 004" aluminum radiator
was collimated to a 2" spot at the target position. The electron beam was removed by a sweeping
magnet. Protons were detected at eight angles -- 45 ° to 139 ° -- simultaneously by an array of
1 ,,
two-counter telescopes. A _- plastic scintillator AE counter was backed up by a 5" plastic
scintillator E counter, the two parameter pulse-height distribution thus obtained yielding a
clean separation of protons from particles of other masses. The energy resolution of the E
counter was measured with monoenergetic protons to be about 4%; the angular resolution of each
telescope was ÷3°. The reactions Li6(-y, p), LiT(3,,p), and Cl2(y, p) were examined; the majority
of the data were taken on Li 6 at brernsstrahlung endpoint energies of 95 and 102 MeV.
A typical spectrum, for Li 6 photoprotons at E = 102 MeV and e = 82 °, is shown
max p
in Fig. 3.16. The proton energy scale was calibrated through a series of runs with different
thicknesses of copper absorbers placed in front of each telescope. The scale thus derived is
consistent with that obtained from observing the position of the 1 MeV Na 22 Compton edge with
the signals passed through a gain-of-10 amplifier, and using the proton vs electron response
2
data for plastic scintillator of Gooding and Pugh. The arrows indicate "threshold proton"
energies computed from the Li 6 (% p)He s reaction kinematics, using E = 102 MeV, and proton
Y
separation energies of E = 4.9 MeV for the p-shell and E = 22.7 MeV for the s-shell, values
s 3 s
derived from the (p, 2p) measurements. What the data suggest is two "bremsstrahlung endpoints';
a group of protons at each of the maximum energies allowed by the kinematics.
1. S. Fujii, Prog. Theor. Phys. 29, 374 (1963).
2. T. ]. Gooding and H. G. Pugh,--Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 7, 189 (1960).
3. H. Tyren, S. Kullander, O. Sundberg, R. Ramachandr_, and P. Isacsson, Nuclear Phys.
79, 321 (1966).
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Figure 3.16
Spectrum of photoprotons from Li 6 at ep=82 o with
bremsstrahlung of maximum energy 102 MeV. The
arrows indicate proton energies calculated from
Li6( 14P) He5 kinematics for E3/=102 MeV, and Es=
4.9 MeV and 22.7 MeV.
To simulate the proton spectrum that would be observed with monochromatic incident
photons, a spectrum measured with 95 MeV bremsstrahlung was subtracted, properly normalized,
from the data of Fig. 3.16. This "difference spectrum" is displayed in Fig. 3.17. The threshold
proton energies for E = 102 MeV are again indicated by arrows.
3/
Comparable data, exhibitng similar structure, are available at the other seven angles
investigated in this experiment. Analysis of the angular distribution is in progress. The
results are in qualitative agreement with predictions based on a single-particle direct-interaction
model and are not to be expected from a simple quasi-deuteron model.
Spectra from the LIT(3/, p) reaction were obtained with 95 MeV bremsstrahlung only.
Similar features are also seen in these data, though less distinctly than in Li6; as might be
expected in the s- to p-state separation in Li 7 is 4 MeV less and both states are 2 MeV wider than
in Li 6 . The Ct2(3/, p) measurement provides an absolute scale for the differential cross section
for Li 6 and Li 7, normalizing our C 12 spectra to those measured by Whitehead, et al.
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VI. National Bureau of Standards Collaboration
The beam optics have been investigated, and a design study initiated, for a "Koerts"
magnet, which is eventually to be used to accommodate 150 o_180 ° elastic and inelastic electron
scattering at the NBS linac facility. The magnet is to have cylindrical symmetry and a field
pattern such that "3"r Bzdr = 0 over the trajectory of the electron. If these conditions are
satisfied, a particle starting from r=0 will automatically leave the magnet with zero angular
momentum relative to the center (r=0). This useful feature guarantees that the solid angle
subtended at the target, by a detection system outside the magnet, is independent of the
scattering angle. Calculations ird icate the optical aberrations of the magn'et are small and can
be minimized by proper choice of geometry.
Initially, the Koerts magnet is to be used to study the breakup of the deuteron in the 180 o
region, near threshold, by electrons of energy 50-150 MeV (q = . 5 - 1.5 f-l). The high resolution
possible (<0.1%) with the NBS system, together with the large current, will enable the final-
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stateinteractionsin theIS0stateto bestudiedin detail.
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I. Researchesof the L. S. Osborne,D. Luckey,D. Garelick, etal., Group
Photoproduction Experiments at the Cambridge Electron Accelerator
A. Apparatus Improvements
1. Computer Link. The main improvement to our spectrometer system, used in studies
of meson photoproduction and other photo-induced reactions, was the completion of the on-line
connection of our small LINC computer to the LNS-IBM-7044 computer. The computing power
now directly available to the experiment allows us to perform complete kinematic reconstructions,
complex event identification, and calculation of cross sections while recording data. This infor-
mation has greatly improved our efficiency in taking data. For example, the results of the
cross section measurements at high t (see section B.2) are essentially the results deduced
during the experiment. In this experiment the immediately available knowledge of the number of
useful _ events, and of the production cross section corresponding to the collected data allowed
us to decide during the experiment how much additional data should be recorded. This on-line
analysis also led us to make measurements of additional cross section points which clarified
the more interesting features of the data. (G. C. Bolon, D. Garelick, S. Homma, D. Luckey,
R. Lewis, L. S. Osborne, J. Uglum)
2. Wire Spark Chambers . We have built a prototype chamber, with magnetic core read-
out, and have obtained single gap efficiencies of better than 95% and a single gap spatial resolu-
tion of about +0.6 mm. Design of a wire spark chamber system for our spectrometer which will
provide more accurate momentum and angle measurements has been completed. Construction
of four 12.8" × 12.8" chambers and two 20.0' x 32.0" chambers and the associated electronics
is nearly complete, and tests of the final chamber system with cosmic rays will begin within the
next few months. (D. Bellenger, J. Davin, D. Field, D. Garelick, T. Krause, R. Martin,
R. Patton, J. Revelli)
B. Cross Section Measurements
1. Our measurements of the cross sections for the reactions
_.. K +a) "y+p + A°
-, K+ _ob) 3_+p +
+
c) _+p--*Ir +n
have been completed and the data analyzed, and a partial description of the experimental results
has been published. 1 A complete, detailed description of the experiment has been written and
submitted to The Physical Review. The conclusion of these experiments is that the relationships
1. V. B. Elings, et al., Phys. Rev.Letters 16, 474 (1966).
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between the cross sections predicted by SU3 are valid for the range of angles and energies
measured. (V. Elings, K. Cohen, D. Garelick, S. Homma, R. Lewis, W. Lobar, D. Luckey,
and L. S. Osborne)
2. We have made extensive measurements of single _ production cross sections for
baryon four momentum transfers between 0.5 and 4.0 (GeV/c) z and for incident gamma energies
between 2.0 GeV and 5.5 GeV. Some of the cross section results, along with earlier data 1 and
data from the Bonn group are shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. The interesting features of
these data are:
a) The _r° photoproduction cross sections in the region of baryon momentum transfers,
-t of 0.2 to 0.8 (GeV/c) 2, can be expressed in the form da/dt = Ae Bt where B _ 3.0 (GeV/c) _-.
A similar exponential behavior, but with larger values of B, is observed in meson-nucleon
+ K +reactions and in single lr and meson photoproduction reactions where B approximately
equals 3.0 (GeV/c) 2.
b) For momentum transfers larger than 0.8 (GeV/c) 2, the _p cross sections show a
break or secondary peak which becomes less pronounced at 4.0 and 5.0 GeV photon energies.
c) We observe an increase in the cross section at backward _ center-of-mass angles,
which apparently is a feature common to two-body scattering cross sections at high energies.
d) The minimum in the angular distributions appears at a _ center-of-mass angle of
approximately 90 °. This minimum in the cross section, unlike the forward of small ] t I struc-
ture, does not appear at fixed I tl as the incident energy is increased.
Preliminary results of these measurements have been published 2 and a more complete
analysis of all our data is now in progress. (G. C. Bolon, D. Garelick, S. Homma, D. Luckey,
R. Lewis, L. S. Osborne, J. Uglum)
1. R. Alvarez, Z. Bar-Yam, D. Garelick, S. Homma, W. Kern, R. Lewis, D. Luckey, L. S.
Osborne, J. Uglura, and R. Fessel, Proceedings of the International Symposium on Electron and
Photon Interactions at High Energies, Hamburg (DESY), June 8-12, 1965, Vol. II, p. 207; L. S.
Osborne, Proceedings of the International Symposium on Electron and Photon Interactions at
High Energies, Hamburg (DESY), June 8-12, 1965, Vol. I, p. 91.
2. G. C. Bolon, D. Garelick, S. Homma, D. Luckey, R. Lewis, L. S. Osborne, and J. Uglum,
"Pi Zero Photoproduction at 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 GeV for Baryon Four Momentum Transfers be-
tween 0.5 and 4.0 (GeV/c) 2'', paper presented at the XIIIth International Conference on High Energy
Physics, 31 August - 7 September 1966, Berkeley, California.
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3. A search for photoproduced weakly interacting, fractionally charged particles is in
progress. 3he characteristics of the experiment are as follows:
a) The 5.0 GeV bremsstrahlung beam from the Cambridge Electron Accelerator impinges
on a 24"-long carbon target (2 radiation lengths).
b) The detector is made up of eight scintillation counters and is positioned at 0 ° relative
to the photon beam.
c) Between the detector and the carbon target, 24" of lead serve to absorb strongly inter-
acting particles and other low energy particles. The counters making up the detector are each
separated by more than 2" of lead in order to reduce room background. A charge-one particle
must be produced with a kinetic energy of greater than 1.8 GeV in order to be registered by the
detector.
d) Whenever four beam-defining counters register pulses indicating a particle traversed
the detector, and ff two of these had pulses less than that expected from a charge-one particle,
the pulses from six counters are photographed.
We expect that the particles observed by the telescope are mainly # mesons pair-produced
in the carbon target. The present tentative results of our search are given in the following table
(3.4GeV _< E --<5.0 GeV).Y
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Charge
(Number of Observed Fractionally
Charged Particles)/(Number of
Observed Charge-One Particles)
]q{ =2/3 < lx 10 -6
}q{=1/3 < 4 x
If we assume that fractionally charged particles are produced by a standard photon pair-
production mechanism (B ethe-Heitler-like calculation), then our experiment is sensitive to
particles of masses between one to five muon masses. For example, we estimate that a particle
of charge 2/3 with a mass of . 500 GeV should be observed with an abundance of greater than 3
per 106 detected muons.
Additional data has been taken and is being analyzed. (J. Foss, D. Garelick, S. Homma,
W. Lobar, L. S. Osborne and J. Uglum)
4. The cross section for the photoproduction of wide angle e e pairs from the reaction
+ +
7 + (carbon) --* e + e + (carbon) was measured as a check of the predictions of quantum electro-
dynamics. The data was obtained using the existing spectrometer system. At present, analysis
of the data is well underway. Tentative results indicate an agreement between our measure-
ments and quantum electrodynamic predictions and a disagreement with the published results of
1
Blumenthal, et al. (K. Cohen, S. Homma, L. S. Osborne)
5. Differential cross sections for the reactions
+
7+D_ +n+n
T + D--_Tr- + p + p
for forward meson production angles (30 to 90 degrees in center of mass system) and for bom-
barding photon energies between 3.0 and 4.0 GeV have been measured in collaboration with a
group from Southeastern Massachusetts Technological Institute. The experiment has just been
completed and a final analysis of the data is in progress. (Z. Bar-Yam (SMTI), ]. de Pagter
(SMTI), D. Luckey, L. S. Osborne, W. Lobar)
6. Large Angle + and K + Meson Photoproduction. The momentum analyzing magnet is
now in position at CEA and we have begun to move our detection apparatus into the experimental
area. We expect to have the spark chambers and optical systems sligned by the beginning of
November and begin taking data in late November. (R. A. Alvarez, R. Lanza, G. Cooperstein,
]. Onorato, J. Acevedo, R. Doxsey, K. Kalata, ]. Schoenwald)
7. Colliding Beams. In collaboration with physicists at CEA, we are investigating the
feasibility of several types of detectors for use with the proposed CEA colliding beam facility.
Wide gap spark chambers, and digitized narrow gap chambers are being studied from the point
1. Blumenthal, et al., Phys. Rev. 144, 1199 (1966).
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of view of their possible use in a magnetic analyzer. In addition, the problem of triggering the
detectors on rare events, and the identification of various types of particles is under study.
(R. Lanza, L. S. Osborne, G. Cvijanowitch (CEA), J. Deklava (CEA))
II. Researches of the D. H. Frisch, et al., Group
A. MASCOT Program
The study of reactions producing all-neutral final states containing strange particles has
continued, using the MASCOT large solid angle spark chamber array mounted inside the Argo
magnet. A 300 hour run with a beam of 8 GeV/c 7r- and K- was completed at the AGS in March,
1966. Scanning, measurement and computer analysis of the events is being concentrated on the
reactions 7r- + p -- KI + Kt + neutrals, with approximately 1500 events estimated to be in the full
sample of data, and on K- + p --" K_ + neutrals, where it is expected that the charge exchange
reaction K- + p -.K0 + n can be separated and measured, with about 200 events contained in the
data. It is expected that the analysis will also be extended to include data taken in an earlier
test run at the AGS with 5 GeV/c _r-, with approximately 1000 events expected from the reactions
7r-+ p--'two V-particles + neutrals. (A. Buffington, C. Nelson, C. Ward)
B. C EA Tagged Photon Beam
Progress on setting up the facility for tagging photons produced by the internal beam has
been slow. The original model of the special vacuum section and the special straight section have
been mounted and tested in the CEA magnet prototype setup, with satisfactory operation of the
straight section and of the beryllium window on the vacuum section, but we are having vacuum
problems with a weak section near the target insertion flange.
The CEA electronics shop has completed the special DEC circuitry required for storage
of normalization counts and the system has been satisfactorily bench-tested.
We have completed the tagging hodoscope and its support table. The associated fast
electronics has been tested and is ready for installation. (S. Smith, S. Gray)
C. Photoproduction Experiments with the Internally Tagged Gamma Beam
Recent results from other groups have caused us to revise our plans. We have decided
not to carry out the experiment on pair-production of electrons and muons at large angles, in spite
of the relatively advanced state of preparations. We intend to do another photoproduction experi-
ment using the same electron tagging system and, hopefully, a major portion of the already con-
structed parts of the old experimental setup. Preliminary calculations on the reaction 3' + P -"
A + K ° + zr+ look promising. (S. Smith, S. Gray, E. Shibata, H. French, R. Gauthier)
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D. Experimental Array for Use with Colliding Beams
A 21r solid-angle is being designed for measurements of QED and a search for heavy
boson pairs. A prototype of One of the three cylindrical spark chambers in the array has been
built and tested. (]. Martin)
E. 7r- + p --* K_ + K_ + neutrals
Groundwork has been laid for an experiment to study the reaction lr- + p --* K_ + Kt +
neutrals, with protons bound in nuclei of a dense target. Programs for Monte Carlo generation
and analysis of this and related reactions have been written. (G. Smoot, D. Fox)
F. AS/AQ
A test of the K + + tungsten interaction of a localized source of K °' s for use in a ZKS/AQ
experiment has been completed. The design and construction of the necessary equipment for the
experiment is continuing. (O. Fackler, L. Sompayrac, A. Hanson, S. Liu, D. Underwood)
4-G. ++P"*Tr +_+P
4-
We are now studying the reaction 7r+ + P --* 7r + no + P at an incident pion beam momentum
of 964 _- 14 MeV/c. Some of the results of this experiment have been published in the two previous
progress reports. The experimental equipment, schematized in Fig. 4.4, consisted chiefly of
a central hydrogen target surrounded by a cylindrical spark chamber. Protons and kaons in the
beam were rejected by a liquid Cerenkov counter. The spark chambers were triggered when a
beam particle or any of its secondaires did not give a pulse in the anticoincidence counter following
the hydrogen target; to minimize bias a no more selective trigger was used. Approximately 5
radiation lengths of lead plates served to detect the gammas from the no and give range informa-
tion on the charged tracks.
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About 150,000 pictures have been scanned for those events where, in addition to the
incoming beam pion, the outgoing pion, proton and two gammas were detected. About 6000 of
the approximate 9000 events found have been measured on Hydel measuring devices and the
digitized results recorded on IBM punch cards for analysis by reconstruction and kinematic
fitting programs.
Using the four-vector of the incoming pion and the mass and angles for each outgoing
particle, coupled with the constraint that the invariant mass of the two gammas be that of a _,
+ +
a 1C fit to the reaction hypothesis lr + P --" 7r + lr0 + p was made. For both mass assignments
to the outgoing charged particles, two kinematic solutions are possible. The one with the in-
variant mass of the two gammas closest to the _ mass was selected. The range-energy data
for the charged particles along with their spark efficiency and density were used as additional
checks to reject spurious solutions.
The effective mass of the two gammas has a full width at half maximum of about 30 MeV
before applying the constraint (see Fig. 4.5). The yield of events satisfying the consistency
checks is about 70 percent. A histogram of the di-pion mass of 3170 fitted events is shown in
Fig. 4.6.
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Work continues on the measurement of the remaining events and those previously mea-
sured but not satisfying the consistency checks. The detection efficiency and mass resolution
are being studied. (P. Mockett)
III. Researches of the M. Deutsch, et al., Group
Since this group did not submit a progress report for the preceding period, we summarize
progress of the work during the last 12 months.
Our activities fall into two main categories:
1) Work at the Cambridge Electron Accelerator. Some of this work is undertaken and
and technically carried entirely by our group with support from the CEA staff. Some of it is
carried out in support of other groups in the Laboratory.
2) Cooperative research with groups at other institutions in which our technical contribu-
tion centers on the use of the SPASS automatic film measuring system.
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A. Work at the C EA
1. Proton Compton Effect
Preparation for resumption of these experiments was completed and we are at
present gathering data. Because of uncertainties in the absolute cross sections remaining from
our previous experiments, rather elaborate instrumentation has been provided for diagnostic
purposes. In particular an analog pulse storage and analysis system PANSY now permits the
simultaneous monitoring and digital recording on the photographs of fourteen analog signals
through a single analog-to-digital converter. The system is used to record, in digital form,
pulse heights and time intervals in all relevant channels. Initial experience has fully justified
the effort invested in this system.
2. Pion Photoproduction at Small Angles
This experiment was initiated and largely carried out under the supervision of
Prof. David Caldwell. After Prof. Caldwell left the Laboratory, the measurement of the photo-
graphs and evaluation of the results was carried out by Dr. John P. Dowd in collaboration with
our group. Results have been reported at the 1966 International Conference on High Energy
Physics and have been submitted for publication in the Physical Review Letters.
3. Pion Photoproduction at Large Angles
We are collaborating in the evaluation of an experiment by Prof. R. Alvarez and
co-workers now in the data-gathering stage at C EA.
4. Strange Particle Photoproduction
Apparatus has been built and preliminary feasibility studies are being made for an
experiment to study K + photoproduction in the energy range above 1.4 GeV. We hope to deter-
mine the lambda particle polarization as well as production cross sections at selected angles
and possibly to gather data on sigma zero production.
5. Recoil Proton Polarization in Pion Photoproduction
This is a cooperative project with the Tufts University group. It will employ the
proton spectrometer and gamma ray detector presently used in the gamma-ray scattering experi-
ments and a large carbon-plate spark chamber provided by the Tufts group. All apparatus is
essentially ready and the experiment will be carried out as soon as the CEA facilities become
available for this purpose.
B. Other Research
1. K + Decay
This study, in support of the Berkeley group of Stiening, Wiegand and collaborators,
is aimed primarily at the measurement of muon polarization in Kg 3 decay to determine the weak-
interaction form factors and to search for transverse polarization violating T-conservation.
The spark chamber data have been recorded on film at the Bevatron and we have measured
the coordinates and angles of the kaon and of the muon as well as the coordinates and approximate
energies (by spark count) of the showers produced by the neutral pion decay in about 120,000
events, including two-body events used to calibrate the gamma-ray measurements (KTr2) and the
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polarizationmeasurement(K/_). qhe muon polarization for those events (several thousand)
which satisfy K/_3 kinematics (several thousand) is determined by a relatively simple visual
measurement on the decay electron. This procedure of "premeasurement" in contrast with the
more usual "prescanning" is characteristic of the balance of effort when fully automatic measure-
ment is available. The evaluation of this experiment is now in the final stages.
As an incidental, ancillary experiment about 10,000 events were recorded under condi-
tions appropriate to reveal the totally forbidden K_r3/process. Observation of such a process
would imply either violation of conservation of angular momentum or the existence of a particle
(or component of the pion) of non-zero spin. We find that such a process, involving either a
pion or any other particle of definite mass between 137 and 144 MeV occurs in less than 2 × 10-5
of all K + decays.
2. K ° Mass Difference.
Final results of this collaboration with the BNL-Maryland group have been
1
published.
C. SPASS Development
The program system of SPASS has been consolidated and improved. The scanning and
measuring program for a new experiment can now be assembled almost entirely from existing
subroutines. All restrictions on search direction and on the location and form of fiducial marks
have been removed. We have had remarkable and unexpected success with the evaluation of gamma
ray showers in lead-plate spark chambers. This is true for the identification of several showers
in one chamber and for the determination of gamma ray energies by spark counting.
With the increasing complexity of the events analyzed, the limitations on speed and, to a
lesser extent, resolution of the system begin to make themselves felt. For example, in the
K + decay experiment, described above, ten views of tracking chambers (two kaon chambers and
three muon chambers) and six views of shower chambers were measured. Because of the large
dimensions, almost one cubic meter, of the region analyzed, the data was spread over two film
frames per event and the SPASS measuring time was of the order of ten seconds per event. The
consolidation of the program system permits several experiments per year to be analyzed and
the time spent on production operation now greatly exceeds the time for program development.
We are therefore pursuing the development of faster and, incidentally, more precise hardware.
1. Jovanovich, Fuji, Turhot, Zorn and Deutsch, Phys. Rev. Letter 17, 1075 (1966).
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IV. Researchesof the J. I. Friedman, H. W. Kendall, et al., Group
A. The Photoproduction of Wide Angle Muon Pairs
We have completed and published 1' 2 the second set of measurements of the photoproduction
of _ pairs from carbon at a photon energy of 5 B eV, which was carried out in collaboration with
physicists from Northeastern University. The second experi ment yielded about 400,000 analyzable
events as compared to 10i 000 from our first experiment in # pair production. Because of the
large amount of data available, we were able to discern a peak in the yield as a function of the
invariant mass of the two muons which arises from the decay of the p0 meson into a muon pair.
Utilizing the cross sections for the photoproduction of the p0 from carbon previously measured 3
by the Harvard group at the CEA we were able to determine the branching ratio for the decay of
the p0 meson into a muon pair. The result is
_ po --. 2/__ +0.21 x I0 -4
R - p-6-_-2-_ - 0.44 -0.09
Our major objective in this experiment was to test quantum electrodynamics (QED). The main
conclusion from the experiment is that the behavior of # pair production is not compatible with the
large deviation from the predictions of QED observed in the electron pair experiment 4 carried out
at the CEA. While the muon appears to be reasonably well described by QED in this kinematics,
range, there is, nevertheless, a suggestion of a small deviation between experiment and theory
which indicates the need for further investigation . Because of the sizable systematic errors
present in the analysis of this type of experiment, we feel that future investigation of the validity
of QED should be carried out at considerably higher energies where possible deviations would
probably be greatly enhanced. With this in mind, we (J. I. Friedman, H. W. Kendall, L. Van
Speybroeck) have submitted to SLAC, in collaboration with a SLAC group, a proposal to me,_ ure
asymmetric p-pair production 5 at an incident energy of about 20 BeV. (J. I. Friedman)
B. Elastic Electron-Deuteron Scattering
We are nearing the completion of the analysis of measurements of the differential cross
sections for the elastic scattering of electrons from deuterons in the range of squared four mo-
mentum transfers from 14 to 35 F-2. The objective of this experiment is to measure the electro-
magnetic form factor of the deuteron and from this information determine some of the characteris-
tics of the n-p interaction, especially its short range characteristics. In Fig. 4.7 are shown
1. J. K. de Pagter, J. I. Friedman, G. Glass, R. C Chase, M. Gettner, E. Von Goeler, R.
Weinstein, and A. M. Boyarski, Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 35 (1966).
2. J. K. de Pagter, J. I. Friedman, G. Glass, R. C. Ch-a-se, M. Gettner, E. VonGoeler, R.
Weinstein, and A. M. Boyarski, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 767 (1966).
3. L. J. Lanzerotti, R. Blumenthal, D. C. El]n, W. L.-l_-aissler, P. Joseph, F. M. Pipkin, J.
Randolph, J. J. Russel, D. G. Stairs, and J. Tannenbaum, Phys. Rev. Letters 15, 210 (1965).
4. R. B. Blumenthal, D. C. Ehn, W. L. Faissler, P. M. Joseph, L. J. Lanzerotti-_-F. M. Pipkin,
and D. G. Stairs, Phys. Rev. 144, 1199 (1966).
5. S. D. Drell, Phys. Rev. Letters 13, 257 (1964).
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themeasurementsof thedeuteronform factor from this experiment,alongwith thosefrom pre-
vious experiments and, in addition, the predictions of two of the current models of the n-p inter-
action. The models being tested in our analysis are of the following general types: repulsive
core, finite repulsive core, boundary value, and velocity dependent potential models. Also being
tested is a limit on the asymptotic behavior of the deuteron form factor proposed by Drell I on the
basis of general analyticity arguments. A preliminary analysis indicates that the Drell limits
are well satisfied. U. Elias, J. I. Friedman, G. Hartmann, H. W. Kendall, L. Van Speybroeck)
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Figure 4.7
The square of the deuteron form factor as a function of the square
of the four momentum transfer. The theoretical predictions are
based on the wave functions from the Hamada Johnston potential
(upper curve) and Bressel potential (lower curve). Both predictions
include the relativistic correction of Jones and the meson exchange
correction of Adler and Drell.
C. The Two-Nucleon Correlation Function
All of the primary data for this experiment have been analyzed with the use of our radiative
correction computer programs. The experiment will soon be written up for publication (in colla-
boration with Dr. D. Isabelle, Orsay). (H. W. Kendall)
1. S. D. Drell, private communication.
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D. Phase-Shift Analysis of Inelastic High Energy Electron Scattering
An initial version of this program has been tested and debugged. Square well and delta
function nuclear charge densities were employed. A set of subroutines which will calculate the
required potentials for arbitrary point specified densities has been written and debugged. The
predictions of the calculation are now being compared with experimental scattering results.
(J. I. Friedman, H. W. Kendall, R. Verdier)
E. The Search for a Heavy Electron
Low I has suggested the possibility of the existence of a heavy electron, the e', which
decays into an electron and a photon, q'his heavy electron could be formed in the reaction
e + p --" e' + p. A search for this process was carried out at the CEA by observing the spectrum
of recoil protons from a hydrogen target bombarded by a high energy electron beam. The exis-
tence of this process would manifest itself as a peak in the recoil proton spectrum at a momentum
which depends on the mass of the e'. An analysis of the data indicates that the cross section for
this process is less than about 5% of the elastic e-p cross section, for an e' mass up to about
1000 MeV and somewhat larger in the mass region 1000-1300 MeV. The observed limits for
this cross section can be related to limits on the strength of a coupling constant for the coupling
of the e' to an electron-photon system. The limits on the strength of this coupling constant
derived from our measurements for various mass regions of the e' are given in Fig. 4.8. (C.
Boley, J. Elias, J. I. Friedman, G. Hartmann, H. W. Kendall, P. Kirk, M. Sogard, L. Van
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Figure 4.8
Experimental limits on the square of the coupling constant for a heavy electron
coupled to an electron-photon system derived from our measurements and _:om
other experiments. The error flags represent the standard deviations of the
measurements.
1. F. E. Low, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 238 (1965).
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F. External Beam Facilities at the CEA
2_ne quadrupole spectrometer with which we carried out the elastic electron-deuteron
scattering program will soon be placed in an external beam. In addition a second arm which will
enable us to make coincidence measurements will be placed on the same pivot. We are construct-
ing apparatus to implement this site and we expect to be ready for preliminary runs by January 1,
1967. We are making preparations for the following experiments to be done with this new facility.
The first two will hopefully be started early in 1967.
(1) Elastic electron-a particle scattering up to squared four momentum transfers of about
36 F-2. This experiment will provide information on the electromagnetic structure of the a par-
ticle and will be programmed in such a way as to provide a limit on possible anomalous structure
of the electron.
(2) Measurements of the final state interaction in the electro-disintegration of the deuteron.
By measuring this process at high momentum transfers we hope to learn about the short range
characteristics of the unbound n-p system at low relative energies.
(3) Coherent photoproduction of_ mesons from the deuteron at photon energies of 1-3 BeV.
This measurement can provide information about the interference of the amplitudes for the photo-
production of pions from the proton and the neutron.
(4) Measurements of the photoproduction of the _ 0 and p0 mesons at large momentum
transfers. The results of these measurements can be used to test various dynamic models and
can be used, in addition, in Regge pole analyses. (C. Boley, J. Elias, J. I. Friedman, G. Hart-
mann, H. W. Kendall, R. Shafer, M. Sogard, L. Van Speybroeck)
G. SLAC Collaboration
Our collaboration with the SLAC spectrometer group is well under way, and now that the
2 mile accelerator is operating and the spectrometers are nearly complete we will soon begin the
data taking phase of our SLAC program. Our group has had the responsibility for the design and
construction of the particle detector hodoscopes and the associated electronics to be employed in
the 8 and 20 BeV spectrometers which have been constructed for the electron scattering program.
The following objectives have been completed during the past year:
(1) The construction of the hodoscopes to be placed in the focal planes of the 8 and 20 BeV
spectrom eters.
(2) The construction of a detector that will be able to distinguish electrons and 7r- mesons
of the same momentum in the range from 1 BeV/c to about 20 BeV/c. This detector is expected
to have a rejection factor for _r- in the range of about 10-4 to 10-5.
(3) The construction of the electronic logic associated with the detectors and of the slow
electronics used to read the information into an on-line computer.
(4) The radiative correction programs to be used in analyzing the data have been finished
and are now being tested.
In collaboration with the SLAC spectrometer group, we have submitted the following pro
posals, the first three of which have been accepted and allotted running time.
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(1) Elasticelectron-protonscatteringat largemomentumtransfers. Theobjective of
this experiment is to measure the proton form factors GEP and GMP up to as high a four momen-
tum transfer, q, as is possible, in order to determine the asymptotic behavior of these form
factors. This proposal covers a range of q2 up to about 400 F-2
(9) Inelastic electron-proton scattering. The first objective of this experiment is to
search, at small angles and hence with large yields, for nucleon resonances produced in the
electroproduction process. The second aim is to separate the transverse and longitudinal form
factors for the production of these resonances and to measure them as a function of four momen-
tun transfer.
(3) A comparison of positron-proton and electron-proton elastic scattering. This experi-
ment will provide a determination of the corrections to the Rosenbluth cross section arising from
two photon exchange. This experiment, in addition to being necessary for the proper interpreta-
tion of the elastic electron-proton scattering results, gives information about the polarizability
of the proton. We expect that this comparison can be made up to a q2 of about 950 F -2.
(4) Asymmetric #-pair production. The aim of this experiment is to test quantum electro-
dynamics at the highest possible energies and momentum transfers. With an incoming photon
energy of 90 BeV it is possible for the kinematics of this measurement to give the virtual muon
in the process a squared four momentum transfer q#2 of about 4 (BeV/c) 2, which is about a factor
of 16 larger than that achieved in the C EA # pair experiment. For models in which the deviation
from the Bethe-Heitler predictions are proportional to q/j2 or some higher power of q/_2 the
deviations which could be observed in the SLAC experiment are many times larger than would be
observed in measurements at CEA energies. (M. Breidenbach, J. I. Friedman, G. Hartmann,
H. W. Kendall, P. Kirk, R. Shafer, L. Van Speybroeck)
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I. Introduction
Duringtheperiodcoveredby this report, theHe3++ion sourcehasbeenrebuilt, the
particle-gammacoincidencespectrometerhasbeencompletedandtested, anddatahavebeen
takenwith themultiple-gapspectrographwith He3++, as well as deuteron and proton, beams.
The He 3++ ion source, after considerable modification and testing, now delivers an ana-
lyzed beam on target of close to 0.1/zA. This is entirely adequate for experiments with the
multiple-gap spectrograph.
As part of the program of charged-particle-reaction studies with solid-state detectors, a
scattering chamber has been designed and is now being built.
The automatic plate scanner has done some routine scanning and is now being modified
slightly to cure a problem of time jitter in the electronics circuitry.
Members of the ONR Group have participated in a program of heavy-ion studies under the
direction of Dr. R. J. Van de Graaff utilizing the MP Tandem facility at High Voltage Engineering
Corporation.
II. Studies of Nuclear Structure in the f7/2 Shell
A. Inelastic Deuteron Scattering
Work has continued on the inelastic deuteron scattering by target nuclei in the lfr/2 shell.
The data analysis has been completed, and the results are now being analyzed in terms of the
DWBA code. Work on the systematics of these nuclei is being carried out. (T. A. Belote, W.
E. Dorenbusch, and Ole Hansen (Copenhagen))
B. The V5°(d,p)V 51 Reaction
The vs°(d,p)V sl reaction was investigated at 7.50-MeV bombarding energy. A total of 71
transitions were recorded below 6.65-MeV excitation in V 51. The proton spectrum is shown in
Fig. 5.1. Angular distributions for levels were extracted and are shown in comparison with
DWBA curves in Fig. 5.2. Spectroscopic strengths and _n values were extracted. These
results were further analyzed in terms of the multipole sum rules of French I for multipole
2
orders 0, 1, and 2. It is concluded that the V 5° ground state does not have good seniority.
(W. E. Dorenbusch, T.A. Belote, Ole Hansen, Maria E. Ortiz, and M. Mazari, U. of Mexico)
1.
2.
J. B. French, Phys. Letters 13, 249 (1964).
W. E. Dorenbusch, T. A. Bel-o-te, and Ole Hansen (Copenhagen), to be published in Nucl.
Phys. ; and Maria E. Ortiz, M. Mazari (Univ. of Mexico) with T. A. Belote, W. E. Doren-
busch, MIT, and Ole Hansen (Copenhagen), Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 751 (1966).
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C. The Enriched Calcium Target Experiment
The special calcium target data are being analyzed, and preliminary DW calculations are
being carried out. The proton spectrum at 01ab = 37.5 ° is shown in Fig. 5.3. In order to extend
this experiment to higher bombarding energies, a sum at A.W.R.E. has been carried out by Ole
Hansen at 10.0 MeV. (W. E. Dorenbusch, Ole Hansen, J. Rapaport, and T. A. B elote)
Figure 5.3
7O
D. The Ca44(d,p)Ca 45 Reaction
The level structure of Ca 45 below 6.3-MeV excitation has been studied by the Ca44(d, p)Ca 4s
reaction. Twenty-eight of the observed 88 transitions showed stripping angular distributions and
were analyzed in terms of the distorted-wave Born approximation to obtain _n values and spectro-
scopic factors. The proton spectrum at 01a b = 67.5 ° is shown in Figure 5.4. A level at 1.886
MeV (see Fig. 5.5) was excited by an ]_n = 2 transition and is interpreted as a ldj2 -1 state in
Ca 45. The observed level scheme has been compared with recent calculated level schemes. A
manuscript has been submitted to Physical Review. (J. Rapaport, W. E. Dorenbusch, and T. A.
Belote)
ilil io,i I
Figure 5.4
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E. The K39(He3, p)Ca 41 Reaction
The deuteron-transfer reaction KSa(He 3, p)Ga 4i has been used to investigate the two-particle,
one-hole (2p - lh) states of Ca at. A beam of 13.0-MeV He s++ particles was used to bombard a
63 #g/cm 2 KI target enriched to 99.9 percent in K s9 , and the emitted protons were detected in the
multiple-gap spectrograph with an overall proton energy resolution of 55 keV. The energy
spectra for the protons at 01ab= 7.5 ° and 22.5 ° are shown in Fig. 5.6. A comparison of the
yields at these two angles shows that most of the states excited in this reaction display an angular
distribution that is strongly peaked forward with an angle of maximum cross section _7.5 °, which
is typical for an L=0 transition. The angular distributions for some of these transitions, as well
as for the transitions to the ground state (lf_/2 single-particle state) in Ca 4t, are shown in Fig.
5.7. Preliminary DWBA calculated curves are shown for L=0, 1, and 2 transfers in the transi-
tion to the 2.017-MeV level, thus indicating the L=0 character of this state. (T. A. Belote,
F. T. Dao, W. E. Dorenbusch, J. Kuperus, and J. Rapaport)
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F. (He 3, d) Reactions on N=28 Nuclei
1. The Fe54(He 3, d)Co 55 Reaction.
An exposure was made for this reaction at an incident energy of 12 MeV. The
reaction deuterons were detected on 50-micron nuclear-emulsion plates in the multiple-
gap spectrograph. Scanning has been completed for the B and C plates, and absolute
differential cross sections have been determined for five levels of Co 55 up to an excitation
energy of 3.32 MeV. Theoretical cross sections for comparison are being calculated
using the DWBA code.
2. The Cr52(He 3, d)Mn 53 Reaction.
An exposure was made at an incident energy of 11 MeV, and the reaction deuterons
were detected at 24 angles on 50-micron emulsion plates inside the multiple-gap spectro-
graph. Only the plates at 22 deg have been scanned at this time.
3. q-he TiS°(He 3,d)V _l Reaction.
An exposure was made with He 3++ ions of 10 MeV. The reaction deuterons were
detected at 24 angles on 50-micron emulsion plates inside the multiple-gap spectrograph.
Scanning of these plates is now in progress.
(B. J. O' Brien, W. E. Dorenbusch, J. Rapaport, and T. A. Belote)
G. Angular Distributions from Shell-Model Forbidden (He 3, d) Transitions to Spin 5/2- States
The neutron configurations (lf 7 /2) ±3 leading to states with spins 7/2- (shell model allowed)
and 5/2- (shell model forbidden) have been reported I in (d, p) transitions to final states in Ca 43,
Ca 4s, and Ti 47. The proton configurations leading to shell-model forbidden 5/2- states can be
excited by the (He 3, d) reactions in several cases. The following reactions have been performed
using the He 3++ beam:
Exposure (_C)
Cr52(He 3, d)Mn s3 EHe 3 = 11 MeV 3000
TiS°(He 3, d)V 51 EHe 3 = 10 MeV 3000
Ti 46 (He 3, d)V 47 EHe a = 12 MeV 3700
Cr_°(He 3, d)Mn 5_ EHe 3 = 12 MeV 4000
The data analysis for the angular distributions to the 5/2- and 7/2- transitions is now in progress.
(J. Rapaport, W. E. Dorenbusch, and B. J. O'Brier/)
H. Energy Levels in V 47 and Mn 51
States in V 47 and Mn si can be reached by means of (He 3, d) reactions in Ti 46 and Cr 5° tar-
gets, respectively. Data have been taken at 12.0-MeV He _++ bombarding energy, and the scan-
ning of the nuclear plates is now in progress. (W. E. Dorenbusch, J. Rapaport, and T. A.
B elote)
1. T. A. Belote, W. E. Dorenbusch, Ole Hansen, and J. Rapaport, Nucl. Phys. 73, 321 (1965).
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I. The Fe54(He 3, a)Fe 53 Reaction
The data for this neutron pickup reaction have been taken at 13.0-MeV He 3++ bombarding
energy with a 3000 /zC exposure. The scanning of the plates, as well as the analysis of this
reaction, will be made in conjunction with Dr. Alex Trier at the Universidad de Chile, Santiago,
Chile. (J. Rapaport, W. E. Dorenbusch, T. A. B elote, and University of Chile)
III. Stripping Analysis of the Cr5°(d, p)Cr 51 Reactions
A Cr 5° target, enriched to 95.9 percent in Cr 5°, was bombarded with 7.5-MeV deuterons.
Proton groups from the CrS°(d, p)Cr 51 reactions were analyzed in the multiple-gap spectrograph
and recorded in nuclear emulsions. The nuclear-track plates were scanned, and the data were
analyzed at Providence College in Rhode Island. A DWBA analysis, using the code JULIE, was
carried out at the MIT Computation center. A preliminary report of the results was presented
at the April meeting of the Physical Society in Washington, and a final manuscript for publication
is currently being prepared. The results are partially summarized in Table 5.I.
Table 5. I
DWBA Analysis of the CrS°(d, p)Cr 51 Reactions
E Qmax (d_/dr) max
x Q _ (2Jf+l)S
Level (MeV) (MeV) in deg mb/sr n
0 0 7.041 40 0.86 3 3.04
1 0.748 6.293 15 5.77 1 1.75
2 0.775 6.266 15 2.28 1 0.67
4 1.346 5.695 38 0.37 3 1.17
6 1.552 5.489 35 0.26 3 0.80
7 1.895 5.146 15 3.09 1 0.74
12 2.761 4.280 28 0.76 0 0.02
14 2.887 4.154 15 2.06 1 0.41
15 2.907 4.134 40 0.14 3 0.38
16 2.946 4.095 46 0.11 3 0.31
17 2.999 4.042 46 0.12 3 0.32
19 3.054 3.987 15 0.64 1 0.12
21 3.124 3.917 15 4.08 1 0.77
22 3.204 3.837 38 0.09 3 0.22
24 3.352 3.689 46 0.32 3 0.81
26 3.767 3.274 15 2.16 1 0.36
34 4.036 2.305 15 3.32 1 0.53
35 4.070 2.971 23 0.89 2 0.28
36 4.099 2.942 50 0.21 4 1.36
38 4.158 2.883 50 0.62 4 3.90
(J. Robertshaw (Providence College), A. Sperduto, and W. W. Buechner)
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IV. Stripping Analysis of the Ni61(d,p)Ni 62 Reactions
A Ni 61 target enriched to 74.4 percent was bombarded with 7.0-MeV deuterons, and
proton groups from the Ni61(d, p)Ni 62 reactions were analyzed in the multiple-gap spectrograph and
recorded in nuclear emulsions, q-he nuclear-track plates were scanned, and the data were ana-
lyzed at the University of Mexico. During the past year, we have collaborated in carrying out a
DWBA analysis, using the code JULIE at the MIT Computation Center. A preliminary report Of
the results was presented at the August meeting of the Physical Society in Mexico City. A final
manuscript for publication is now being prepared. The results are partially summarized in
Table 5. II.
Table 5. II
DWBA Analysis of the Ni61(d, p)Ni 62 Reactions
E 0 (d_/dr) max 2Jf+l
x Q max _ ( _ SLevel (MeV) (MeV) in deg mb sr n
0 0 8. 379 15 0. 770 1 0.65
1 i.171 7.208 17 O.620 1 O.368
2 2.050 6. 329 17 O.910 1 O.105
3 2.301 6.078 17 O.115 1 + 3 O.061
4 2.336 6.043 37 O.110 3 O.568
5 2.892 5.487 20 O.250 1 O.112
7 3.160 5.219 20 O.320 1 O.133
9 3.254 5.125 37 O.290 3 I.43
10 3.266 5.113 19 O.370 1 O.145
11 3.368 5.011 22 O.530 1 O.207
12 3.467 4.912 37 O.024 3 O.116
13 3.520 4.859 20 O.820 1 O.321
14 3.755 4.624 22 O.090 1 + 3 O.034
15 3.858 4.521 22 1.120 1 O.408
16 3.973 4.406 20 O.320 1 O. 112
17 4.011 4.368 37 O.040 (3) O. 180
18 4.042 4.337 17 O.070 1 O.023
19 4.067 4.312 17 O.200 1 O.067
20 4.164 4.215 37 O.155 3 O.687
21 4.207 4. 172 18 O.400 1 O.138
(F. Alba (University of Mexico), A. Sperduto, and H. A. Enge)
V. The Cu63(d, d')Cu 63 Reaction
An isotopically enriched target of Cu 63 on Formvar was bombarded with the 7.0-MeV
deuteron beam. A full load of Kodak NTA plates was exposed. The longest exposure was 6000
/_C. The target thickness, as determined from the elastic scattering of 3.0-MeV deuterons, is
24.7 /_g/cm 2.
All of the elastic-scattering data have been scanned as well as a small portion of the in-
elastic spectrum at several angles. Analysis of these data will commence when further scanning
has been completed. (D. L. Smith)
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VI. TheNi62(He3,d)Cu63Reaction
Anisotopicallyenrichedtargetof Ni 62 on Formvar was bombarded with 11.0-MeV He 3++
particles. The target measured 41 #g/cm 2 in thickness, as determined by the elastic scattering
of 5.5-MeV He 3 particles. A full load of Kodak NTA plates was exposed. The longest exposure
was 2500 _C.
A major portion of the scanning of these plates has been completed, and analysis of the
data is in progress. The angular distribution of elastically scattered 11.0-MeV He 3 particles has
been obtained, and several sets of optical-model parameters that fit these data have been ob-
tained. A number of low-lying levels in Cu 63 have been observed that compare well with the
Cu63(p, p')Cu 63 experiment of Mazari, et al. 1 More levels are seen by Mazari, et al., because
they obtained better resolution with proton scattering than could be expected with a He 3 experi-
ment. The information obtained for the higher excitation states (E x > 2.5 MeV) in the present
experiment is somewhat limited because the yield was lower than required for good statistics,
and the resolving power was insufficient to separate many of the levels. Better yield could have
been obtained without a loss in resolving power if it had been feasible to use a higher energy
incident beam.
The optical-model parameters obtained are being used to calculate angular distributions
for two _ = 1 levels and one J_ = 3 level in the distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA).
Other levels will be studied when the necessary scanning is completed. (D. L. Smith and
H. Y. Chen)
VII. The Zn66(d,p)Zn 67 Reaction
Data from the ZnS6(d, p)Zn 67 reaction have been analyzed for neutron structure to about
3-MeV excitation using conventional DWBA techniques. The f5/2, P3/2, and Pl/2 strengths seem
well accounted for if we assign J values to the p states on the basis of the Lee-Schiffer effect and
indicate that the ground-state neutron wave function of Zn 66 is 0.98 (f5/2) -2 + 0.19 (p_/2) -2
A comparison of two long-exposure, low-background runs on the above reaction and on
Zn66(d, d')Zn 66 shows ten or twelve levels that can be seen in both reactions. In the (d, d')
reaction, only one state at 1.52-MeV excitation is strongly excited, corresponding to a weakly
excited level in the Zn66(d, p)Zn 67 data. An angular distribution for the (d, d') transition has been
extracted but has not as yet been analyzed.
Further work on Zn 67 planned for this year includes (p, p') and (p, p_y ) experiments to
establish the level structure more nearly completely and to pin down spin assignments, particular
ly for the neutron p states. (W. H. Moore, H. Ismail, D. J. Pullen (Univ. of Penna.), and
Ole Hansen (Copenhagen))
1. M. Mazari, W. W. Buechner, and R. P. deFigueiredo, Phys. Rev. 108, 373 (1957).
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VIII. Nuclear-reactionStudiesin theStrontiumIsotopes
TheSr88(d,p)Sr89reactionhasbeenstudiedat a bombardingenergyof 7.0 MeV. Eighty-
four levelshavebeenobservedin Sr89upto anexcitationof 5.85MeV. Theangulardistrioutions
of protongroupsshowingstrippingpatternswereanalyzedwith theDWBAcodeJULIE, and
spectroscopicstrengths(2J+I)SI_ wereextracted. A sum-ruleanalysishasbeenmadeusing
these(d,p) strengths,aswell asng0rengthsnormalizedto resultsof a coupled-channelfit to Sr88(p,p)
analogue-statedatatakenpreviously. (See the December 1965 Progress Report.) The latter
method seems to give better agreement to the expected shell-model limits. (E. R. Cosman,
H. A. Enge, and A. Sperduto)
IX. Work on Tellurium
Work on the reaction Tet28(d, p)Te t29 has been reported earlier. This work is now being
completed as part of a B.S. thesis. "l-he data for the reaction Tei3°(d, p)Te TM have been analyzed
at the University of Bergen, Norway, by A. Graue and co-workers. This work is now being
prepared for publication. An exposure has also been made on Te 126, and the plates from twelve
of the twenty-four angles have been counted in Bergen. (S. L. O'Dell, W. H. Moore, and
H. A. Enge)
X. The BataS(d,p)Ba 13'9Reaction for Deuteron Energies
Between 5.0 and 7.5 MeV
A natural barium target was bombarded with incident deuteron energies between 5.0 and
7.5 MeV in steps of O. 5 MeV. The proton angular distributions were measured between 7.5 and
172.5 deg using the multiple-gap spectrograph. The elastic scattering of 7.5-MeV deuterons
was measured in order to obtain the optical-model deuteron optical parameters. Figure 5.8
gives the observed angular distributions for the ground-state transition. The data have been
analyzed using the DWBA code JULIE and a 25 percent difference is found for the transition
strength (2J + 1)S calculated at 5.0 and 7.5 MeV. A further analysis is being conducted by using
the zero-range Tobocman DWBA code, which has been modified by Gibson and Kerman to incor-
porate finite-range and polarization effects, assuming a Coulomb stripping process. (J. Rapaport
and H. Y. Chen)
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XI. Optical-model Analysis and DWBA Calculations
In the past year, DWBA calculations using code JULIE were made for a number of (d, p)
reactions at bombarding energies of 7 and 7.5 MeV. The optical-model parameters for the out-
1
going protons were taken from Perey. For the incoming channel, the deuteron parameters
were obtained from analyses of the d + target elastic-scattering data at the same incident energies
by use of the ABACUS program. The DW curves based on these parameters seem to fit the
reaction data reasonably well, giving the correct 1[ n values as well as good spectroscopic factors.
The results of these analyses are either given in this Progress Report or are published elsewhere
by various members of our Group. The deuteron parameters for various nuclei will be tested
further in the analysis of (d, d') reactions.
In addition to the (d, p) work, two (He 3, d) reactions at 12 MeV are now being analyzed
along the same lines as were the (d, p) reactions. Aside from the known Vr n ambiguities, it was
found that several sets of optical potentials would fit the elastic data equally well, but one of them
is slightly better than the other in fitting the reaction data. Furthermore, when the nuclides,
such as He3,are strongly absorbed in the nucleus, additional uncertainties arise in such a manner
1. F. G. Perey, Phys. Rev. 131, 745 (1963).
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that several groups of potentials can be found giving essentially the same elastics but differing
from each other in the characteristic that one additional half wavelength of each pertinent partial
wave is pulled into the potential for successively deeper potentials. Accordingly, we have tried
to derive three groups of potentials, characterized by the real depth V approximately equal to
80, 140, and 180 MeV, respectively; these have all been applied to our (He3_d) reaction data.
Preliminary analysis of the ground states of FeS4(He 3, d)Co _5 and Ni62(He 3, d)Cu 63 seem to indicate
that the third group with the deepest potential is slightly favored. In our calculations, we have
used the usual separation-energy procedure to calculate the bound-state wave functions; no cutoff
is employed. The normalization factor N is chosen to be 4.4, as given by Bassel. 1 (H. Y. Chen)
XlI. Quadrupole Lens Magnetic Spectrometer
and the (p, p3,) Project
The equipment for this project, including a magnetic quadrupole lens, beam slit system,
target holder, scintillation-counter apparatus for gamma-ray spectrometry, and a charged-
particle detector, has been built and installed inside the multiple-gap spectrograph. This
apparatus has been tested mechanically and electrically. The optics of the spectrometer is now
being studied with the aid of 5.5-MeV protons elastically scattered from a thin gold target. The
solid angle of the spectrometer and the resolving power are being measured in this manner. A
thin target of a lighter isotope (Cu 63) will be used to study the Doppler corrective properties of
this instrument. (D. L. Smith and N. M. Rao)
XIII. The He 3++ Ion Source
A He 3++ ion source, purchased from Oak Ridge Technical Enterprises, has been installed
in the ONR Generator. The source consists of a regular rf type followed by an electrostatic
einzel lens and a magnet for separating the He 3+ ions from He 3++. After installation, the source
was able to produce a maximum on the target of about 0. 015 microamperes. Also, the separation
of the He + and He ++ beams was insufficient to reduce the large He + component to a reasonable
intensity.
The source was modified by increasing the range of deflection in the field of the bending
magnet from 3.5 to 7 deg. The source then gave adequate separation between the He ++ and He +
ions, reducing the intensity of the latter about 100 times. The power supply for the einzel lens
was also reversed to make the central electrode negative rather than positive. These modifica-
tions resulted in a 3 to 5 times increase in the He 3++ current striking the target. Beams of He z++
ions with currents in the 0.05 to 0.08 microampere range can now be produced at energies of
1. R. H. Bassel, Phys. Rev. 149, 791 (1966).
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10to 14MeV. (M. K. SalomaandB. J. O' Brien)
XIV. The Split-po'le Spectrograph
A new single-gap spectrograph with ultra-high resolving power is being designed to
operate in conjunction with the multiple-gap instrument; that is, facing the same target. Pre-
liminary drawings have been made, but the final optimization of the design parameters by com-
puter calculations has taken longer than anticipated. However, a good solution has presently
been found. We expect that a resolving power of E/AE _ 104 can be obtained wi th this instrument.
(H. Iuzzolino, J. E. Spencer, and H. A. Enge)
XV. The Scattering Chamber
The design of a multiple-purpose scattering chamber for charged-particle reactions has
been completed, and the first stages of construction have been initiated. (T. A. Belote, D. W.
Baker, and E. R. Cosman)
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I. Introduction
2"hestudyof magneticmomentsof short-livedexcitedstateshascontinued,concentrating
on themeasurementof 2 + states using a Coulomb excitation ion implantation technique. The
same technique has been used to study hyperfine magnetic fields on dilute impurities in ferro-
magnetic materials. Some results using radioactive sources for the measurement of magnetic
moments and internal fields have also been obtained. Isomer shift studies of the stretching of
rotational states have continued with emphasis on Sm 152. In a collaborative effort with High
Voltage Engineering Corp. scientists, quantitative investigations of the stripping of electrons
from energetic heavy ions passing through foils and gases have been carried out.
Considerable progress has also been made in two areas which are not yet completed
sufficiently for detailed description, but which are expected to be of some importance during the
coming year. First is the investigation of the distribution of small internal magnetic fields,
particularly in type II superconductors, using time dependent perturbed angular correlation
methods. The experimental equipment has been completed and checked out for the measurement
of internal fields down to 100 gauss, at temperatures down to the lambda point of helium. The
second important study in progress concerns the investigation of the decay of a nuclear state as
a function of the mode of excitation of that state. States of nominal lifetime r, are resonantly
excited by gamma rays having AE >i In r, and the line widths and time dependence of the excited
state decay modes are being investigated.
II. Coulomb Excitation Ion Implantation
In a collaborative effort with the University of Wisconsin we have been measuring the
magnetic moments of short-lived 2 + states in even-even nuclei and internal fields on dilute
impurities in ferromagnetic materials using perturbed angular correlations measured after the
nucleus in question has been Coulomb-excited and implanted into the desired material. This
work is a continuation of work begun in Copenhagen by L. Grodzins 1. The magnetic moments of
the first 2+ states in the even Te nuclei have been systematically investigated. 2 The results are
presented in Table 6.I. The gR values increase from 0.44 for Te 12° to 0.93 for Te 128. These
3
values are in strong disagreement with the theoretical predictions; the latter are included in
Table 6.I. The values for the heavier tellurium are not only substantially greater than the Z/A
hydrodynamical model prediction, but are considerably higher than any hitherto obtained experi-
1. L. Grodzins, R. Botchers and G. Hagemann, Phys. Letters 21,__214 (1966).
2. R. Borcher, ]. Bronson, D. Murnick, and L.Grodzins, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 1099 (1966).
3. L. Kisslinger and R. Sorensen, Rev. Mod. Phys. 35, 853 (1963).
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mentallyfor collectivestates• Theseresultsmaybeindicativeof strongpairing effectsbetween
neutronsandprotonsin thesameshell.
Table6.I
Summaryof experimentaldataonmagneticmomentsof 2+ statesin 4
evenTe isotopes. Aninternalfield of 620÷20 Kgaussis assumed.
Isotope E r (x 10-12sec) -wHr
Te 12° 560 13.4 .0175 _=
Te 122 564 11.0 • 0177 ÷
• 0154 ±
• 0132 a=
Te 124 603 8.5 .0148 _-
Te 126 667 5.82 .0151 ÷
Te 128 743 4.36 .0121 _:
gR(exp) g_(theory)
0036 .438 ÷ .092 .20
0012 .541 ÷ .036 .17
00155 .44 ÷.06
00136 .368 ÷ .06
0009 .585 ÷ .035 .16
0025 .872 • .144 .18
0020 .932 ÷ .146 .21
The internal magnetic fields on rare earths in ferromagnetic environments are under
study; the investigation of samarium in iron, nickel, and cobalt has been completed. 7 We find
that the internal fields on samarium decrease from iron to cobalt to nickel in direct proportion
to the atomic magnetic moment of the ferromagnetic host. These results appear surprising
since they indicate that crystal field effects are small at room temperature, at which these data
were obtained. (D. Murnick, L. Groclzins)
III. The Temperature Dependence of the Internal Field of Osmium in an Iron Lattice
Measurements of the magnetic moments of excited states by the use of perturbed angular
correlations using internal fields generally make use of those internal fields determined by other
techniques (NMR, M_Sssbauer effect) at liquid helium temperature. It is generally assumed that
for very dilute alloys the internal field on the solute will have a temperature dependence the same
as that of the ferromagnetic host. We have examined this in the case of Osmium in iron using the
measured anisotropy of the angular correlation vs temperature in the randomly oriented internal
magnetic field, for the temperature range 4.2 °K to 1250°K. We find that the magnetization curve
fails below that of pure iron, although the Curie temperature is the same as that of iron within our
4. R. Frankel, J. Huntzecker, E. Matthias, S. Rosenblum, D. Shirley, and N. Stone, Phys.
Letters 15, 163 (1965).
5. K. Auerb-ach, B. Harms, K. Siepe, G. Wittkemper and H. Kt_rner, Phys. Letters 22, 299
(1966).
6. K. Johansson, E. Karlsson and R. Sommerfeldt, Phys. Letters 22, 297 (1966).
7. D. Murnick, Proceedings of NATO Advanced Study Instituteon H-y-perfineInteractions, to be
published.
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experimental errors. This data is the first evidence that there may be a local moment from the
osmium nucleus in a ferromagnetic environment, so that the net field at the osmium nucleus
derives partially from induced effects arising from conduction electron polarization and partly from
a net moment on the solute. Evidence for a similar effect has recently been obtained by other
groups in the rhodium-palladium region. 8 (G. C. Pramila, L. Grodzins)
IV. The Magnetic Moment of the 2 + State of Os 192
The above temperature dependence study was part of an investigation to determine gR of
the 2+ state of Os l_. An earlier measurement gave a value for gR = 0.10 • 0.03, which is a
9
factor of three less than that obtained by the group of Goldring, et al., using Coulomb excitation.
We have very carefully examined possible systematic errors in the original work. Triple coinci-
dence measurements) field flip measurements as a function of angle, and the above temperature-
dependent measurements were carried out. The best value we now quote is gR = 0.19 _: 0.02,
the error arising from uncertainties in the subtraction of a substantial background. To extracT:
gR from the measured O_HT, _" = . 393 ns, and HIN T = 1.11 kOe (from recent NMR measurements)
is assumed. (G. C. Pramila, L. Grodzins)
V. The Internal Magnetic Field on Lead Nuclei in an Iron Lattice
The magnitude and sign of the internal magnetic field acting at the lead nucleus in an iron
lattice has been measured to be +262 • 20 kG at room temperature. This value was determined
from a measurement of the Larmor precession angle in the 13/2 + (1064 keV) 5/2- gamma-gamma
angular correlation in 82Pb 2°7 using a source of Bi a°7 in iron metal. This measurement is of
interest for two reasons; first, the magnitude of the internal field on lead in iron is large enough
to make practical the measurement of the g value of several short-lived states in the isotopes of
lead; second, the sign of the internal field is opposite to that observed in the iron alloys formed
at the neighboring lower Z elements, W, Re, Os, Pt, and Au, thus suggesting the onset of another
region of positive internal fields. (G. C. Pramila, L. Grodzins)
VI. Evidence for Centrifugal Stretching in Sm Is2
The isomer shift of the 122 keV state in Sm is2 has been determined via MOssbauer effect
experiments between the 2 + and 3+ valence states. Various combinations of sources and absorbers
8. E. Matthias, private communication.
9. G. Goldring, R. Kalish, and H. Spehl, Nucl. Phys. 80, 33 (1966).
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were used. Because of the high energy of the gamma transition, it was necessary to find an
environment with a reasonably large Debye-WaIler factor. Such an environment is the CaF 2
lattice. Using the source of 2 + Eu in CaF2, which decays to Sin, we have investigated the M_ss
bauer spectrum for an absorber of Sm203. In this case the samarium is expected to be mainly
3 +. A clear isomer shift is obtained and is strong evidence that the samarium in the source is
indeed in the 2 + valence state. An absorber of samarium in CaF 2 was investigated. This is a
complex source, since samarium in CaF 2 tends to go in as both 2 + and 3+; the latter is para-
magnetic, and recent NMR measurements indicate that relaxation times could be rather long at
the 4.2°K temperature used in our experiments. The M@ssbauer velocity spectrum shown in
Figure 6.2 shows two independent spectra, a single line which we take to be the 2 + portion of
samarium, and a five-line, magnetically split spectrum, which we believe to be the 3 + portion of
the absorber. The latter has been analyzed assuming no quadrupole interaction, and we find that
the isomer shift between the 2 + source and the 3 + absorber is approximately the same as that for
Sm203. The magnitude of the splitting gives us a value for the free ion magnetic field, and that
value is 4.1 • .2 mOe. The difference in (_i,(0)) 2 between the 2 + and 3 + valence states of samarium
has been estimated from optical experiments to be 2.2 x 1026 cm-3.10 Using this value, we can
obtain the fractional change in radius between the 122 keV level and the ground state. We find
AR/R = 3.3 x 10-4 and this value can be compared with various predictions. In general, all
11
predictions, such as those of Udagawa, those based on fl band mixing, and those which are
based on very simple ideas of centrifugal stretching all give predicted values of AR/R that are
greater than that obtained. (D. Yeboah-Amankwah, R. Frankel (NML), and L. Grodzins)
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10. P. Brix, S. Htlffner, P. Kienle and D. Quitmann,
11. T. Udagawa and R.K. Sheline, to be published.
Phys. Letters 13, 140 (1964).
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VII. The Stripping of Electrons from Energetic Heavy Ions Passing through Foils and Gases
In a collaborative effort between members of the Laboratory for Nuclear Science and
scientists from High Voltage Engineering Corp., under Dr. P. Rose and Dr. R. Van de Graaff,
a series of experiments were conducted in which the MP tandem accelerator was used to accelerate
beams of Br, I, Ta, and U ions for the investigation of charge stripping. The beams from the
tandem were sorted by combinations of magnetic, electrostatic, and pulse height analyses.
Homogeneous beams were passed through foils or gases and the subsequent charge spectrum was
analyzed with a magnet and a surface barrier heavy ion detector.
Figure 6.3 shows typical spectra for 154 MeV iodine traversing gas (dashed line) and foil
(solid line). The increase in stripping on passing through a foil is clear and is expected. In
Figure 6.4 the mean charge at equilibrium, q, for Br, I, Ta and U is presented as a function of
the square root of energy. The maximum of the probability distribution is _20% in all cases.
The present data are shown as solid symbois, that of previous workers by open symbols. 12, 13
Figure 6.5 shows a typical energy spectrum of a uranium beam of constant rigidity, ME/q 2,
passed through a 20 pgm/cm 2 carbon foil. (L. Grodzins, D. Murnick, R. Kalish)
12. H. Betz, G. Hortig, E. Leischner, Ch. Schmelzer, B. Stradler, and J. Weihtough, Phys.
Letters 22, 643 (1966).
13. A. Litherland, E. Almquist, B. Andrews, C. Bronde, and J. Kuehner, Bull. Am. Phys.
Soc. 8, 75 (1963).
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VIII. Studies in the Ac 227 Decay Series
Using a silicon surface barrier o_-particle detector, the a branching ratio of Ac 22T
decaying to Fr 223 was measured to be (1.48 + 0.19)%. Alpha-gamma angular correlation measure-
ments of Ra 223 decay indicate that the spins of the first four excited states of Em 219 are:
4.6 (5/2), 14.4 (1/2 or 5/2), 127 (5/2), 158.6 (3/2)
or 4.6 (7/2), 14.4 (3/2 or 7/2), 127 (7/2), 158.6 (5/2)
with the first sequence being more probable. Similar angular correlation measurements in the
decay of Th 227 to Ra 223 lead to the following spin assignments for excited levels in Ra223:
329.7 (3/2 or 5/2), 334.3 (5/2), 342.6 (7/2) .
(A. Lewis)
IX. Nuclear Physics
A measurement of internal conversion coefficients of 2+ to 0+ transitions in several trans-
lead nuclei is being made. The nuclei under investigation are Em 22°, 222 Ra224,226, Th228 and
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U234, 2_ The measurements are being made using standard a-3' coincidence techniques. A
preliminary measurement of the total conversion coefficient of the first excited level in Ra 2_4
gives aTO T = 28.1 + 7. The theoretical value is 21.4. (R. Schlenker)
X. Instrumentation
Lithium-drifted germanium 3"-ray detectors are being fabricated and used with uncooled
field effect transistor pre-amplifiers made in our laboratory. The best resolution measured to
date using such a system is 2.3 keV fwhm, using a Co s7 source. (R. Schlenker)
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Summer Meeting at Mexico City, August, 1966.
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I. CyclotronOperationandEquipment
Duringthepastyear theCyclotronGrouphasbeenengagedin severalexperimentswith
our owncyclotronandhascontinuedto workat otheraccelerators.
Themainimprovementin cyclotronoperationhasbeenin thequalityof thealphaparticle
beam,byreducingtheslit scatteringfrom the energydefiningslits. Thiswasaccomplishedby
polishingthepreviouslyusedTa slits andresultedin a factor of 10 reduction in the "beam tail".
This has been of considerable help in extending measurements to smaller angles and to higher Z
targets.
The electronics associated with the gamma ray experiments have been considerably im-
proved. These experiments were started with a 3" x 3" NaI gamma detector. Recently a 15 cc
Ge detector has been obtained. To take advantage of the inherent resolution of solid state detectors
a magnetic tape system has been added to our 4096 channel analyzer which enables us to make
512 x 512 channel, two-dimensional analysis. The data is then read off the magnetic tape by the
7044 computer and analyzed. This system is proving to be quite valuable.
II. (ol, or') Reactions.
A. Zr 90
The experiment was performed with considerable improvement after the beam was cleaned
up. In Fig. 7.1 we show an old spectrum near 30 °, while in Fig. 7.2 we show a new spectrum.
The large differences, particularly in the number of states seen in the new spectrum, is quite
striking. These differences show up strongly in the quality of the angular distributions. Fig. 7.2
gives our results for the spin and parity assignments that were made on the basis of this experi-
ment, and compares them with the results of a (p, p') experiment. The most striking feature of
our results is the three new 3- states between 5 and 6 MeV excitation energy, indicating that
the fractionization of the octupole strength is present in this region as well as in the f7/2 shell,
1
as was demonstrated by our results in the Ca isotopes. It appears that the reason that the
octupole state has not been previously observed is that sufficiently sensitive experiments have
not been performed.
1. A. M. Bernstein and E. P. Lippincott, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 321 (1966).
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In Fig. 7.3 we present the 3 states that have been recently measured in this laboratory.
The length of each line is proportional to the strength of each state relative to the lowest 3
state in each nucleus.
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Figure 7.3
Systematics of 3- states. The length of the lines
represents the strength of each state relative to
the lowest octupole state in each nucleus.
B. Ca Isotopes.
The data analysis on the inelastic scattering from these nuclei has been finished and a
Ph. D. thesis (E. P. Lippincott) has been written. A short account of the restflts has been pub-
1
lished. A paper presenting the detailed data is in preparation. We are presently analyzing
the data on the relatave sizes of the Ca isotopes and on the large angle elastic scattering.
C. Gas Targets
A gas target handling system has been constructed which can handle enriched isotopes.
Data has been obtained for Ar 4° and 018. For the sake of brevity these shall not be presented
here.
1. A. M. Bernstein and E. P. Lippincott, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 321 (1966).
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D. Ti Isotopes
The data analysis on Ti 5° has been completed with results which were not too different
from a previous experiment on this target. 1 Data analysis on Ti 48 is almost completed. Several
3- states have been found and they are presented in Fig. 7.3 We note that the lowest state at
3.36 MeV does not give a clean angular distribution, from which we infer that it is a doublet.
This is the only case, as far as we know, in which this has occurred for the lowest octupole
state. We are fairly sure that this state is indeed an octupole state because it is the strongest
inelastic state in the spectrum.
E. Ni 64
An (a, a' ) on Ni 64 has been performed, but with worse statistics than most of our other
experiments. Although Ni targets seem to be popular, this isotope seems to have been relatively
neglected in the past. The most interesting results are the discovery of four 3- states which
are shown in Fig. 7.3.
The particularly interesting results on the fractionization of the octupole state are being
further studied at the present time. We hope to expand these measurements to nuclei between
Zr 9° and the Sm isotopes, in which the transformation from spherical to rotational nuclei takes
place. (E. J. Martens, E. P. Lippincott, M. Shork, C. Thorne, J. Siegel, B. Cos, T. Ho,
K. Nagatani, J. Alster, C. Moazed, and A. M. Bernstein)
III. The (a, p) Reaction on Ca 40, 42, 44, 48 and Ti 48
Data analysis on this reaction has been completed and a Ph. D. thesis has been written
(R. Ginaven). A paper is being prepared for publication. (R. Ginaven and A. Bernstein)
To
IV. The Ca48(ol, d)Sc 5° Reaction
Data on this reaction have been obtained and are presently being analyzed.
Ho, and A. M. B ernstein)
( K. Nagatani,
V. (p, d) and (p, t) Reactions
A. Ca42, 44
The data taken for these reactions with a proton energy of 26 MeV at the University of
Colorado Cyclotron in collaboration with M. Rickey have been analyzed. The (p, d) data have
1. E. P. Lippincott and A. M. Bernstein, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 10, 122 (1965).
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been compared with DWBA theory. Theoretical fits to the data using finite-range and non-local
corrections in the local energy approximation have been compared with fits obtained with the
usual zero-range approximation. Figs. 7.4 through 7.6 give some of the data for the Ca42(p, d)Ca 41
reaction. The improvement of the fits by using the finite-range and non-local corrections is
quite noticeable. However even with these corrections the extracted spectroscopic factors do
not agree with sum rule expectations. We are presently engaged in analyzing the data in terms
of the shell model.
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VII. Computer Programs for the Analysis of Gamma Ray Data
A program has been written to read the data from the magnetic tapes and reduce it to
yield gamma spectra corresponding to various particle groups. This includes gamma spectra in
coincidence (chance) with the elastic scattering. This gives us the chance gamma spectra to
subtract from the total gamma spectra associated with an inelastic particle group.
Programs called PEEL and FIT have been written. Both decompose spectra into constituent
parts, PEEL by fitting the highest peak and stripping it from the spectra then proceeding to the
next Mghest, etc., FIT by a linear least-squares fit to all the gamma rays simultaneously. The
standard line shapes are empirical, taken with the actual experimental apparatus. A linear-
interpolation scheme is used to obtain line shapes for energies other than those of the standard
sources. A sample of the fits obtained is shown for the data in Fig. 7.7. (T. Ophel and W. Koss-
ler)
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Preliminary data on _is nucleus and others have been obtained at the Oak Ridge cyclotron
at a proton energy near 40 MeV, in collaboration with P. Roos. These data were obtained in a
run last spring. We are presently improving our electronic system and hope to finish this
experiment and others. (S. Smith, C. Moazed, and A. Bernstein).
VI. Gamma Ray Decay of Low Lying States in Ca 42, 48
We have undertaken the gamma-ray study of nuclei near the f7/2 shell. As part of this
study we have taken data using Ca42(p, p' 3/) and Ca48(p, p' 3') reactions. The particle detector
was either an annular detector placed so as to detect back-scattering from the target, or a
"nuclear triode" placed at about 90° from the beam direction. With the annular detector a solid
angle approaching one steradian was achieved, while with the triode a somewhat smaller solid angle
was the case. A novel feature concerning the "triode" was that kinematic broadening could be
partially cancelled by using the position signal. The gamma detectors for most of the experiment
were 3" x 3" sodium iodide crystals, though a Ge(Li) detector was also used for part. In Ca 42
+ +
we observed the decay of the 1.52 MeV2 +, l°84MeV 0 , 2.42 MeV2 , 2.75MeV 4+, and some
further excited states. Perhaps the most interesting data is that for the decay of the 2.42 MeV
2 + state. This is shown in Fig. 7.7. The curves are fits to the data using PEEL and FIT
mentioned under the section of this report called Computer Programs for the Analysis of Gamma
Ray Data. Note that the 1.23 MeV peak is due to leakage from the 4+ group. The gamma ray
detector subtended a large solid angle but there may still be some angular correlation effects.
An estimate for these is given by the ratio of the observed 1.52 MeV and 0.90 MeV intensities.
This ratio should be equal to one. The decay of the lower Ca 48 states has also been examined.
The Ca 42 results are now being prepared for publication. (W. Kossler, T. Ophel, and M. Slade)
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VIII. GermaniumDetectors
Apparatusto diffuselithium intogermanium,drift thelithium, andassociatedprocesses
in Ge(Li)detector production have been established. Inexpensive dewars have been designed and
constructed. A test stand with facilities for raising and lowering the pressure in the dewars and
for generally testing leakage current with bias applied has been designed and constructed.
Several small (5 cc) planar detectors with satisfactory resolution (_ 5 keV) have been constructed.
At present larger detectors are in process. (W. Bucelewicz and W. Kossler)
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Introduction
Particle theoryhasin thelast years been very much concerned with current algebras and
with quark models of the elementary particles. From the current algebras sum rules relating
experimental quantities and coupling constants may be determined. Quark models provide for
example non-obvious relations between meson and hadron behavior. This is illustrated in the
first abstract in which the decays of these particles resulting from a mechanical or isotopic spin
flip is calculated. In addition, quark models may be used to test the assumptions of current
algebra. As is outlined in the third abstract matrix elements of various commutators of quark
currents can be evaluated in perturbation theory. One can ask under what circumstances will
the results be those "naively" expected, i.e., follow just from the free field commutator rules
and when will there be extra terms which are model dependent?
It has become increasingly apparent that before much more progress on the dynamics of
strongly interacting particles can be achieved, a more complete way of taking multi-particle
intermediate and final states into account is essential. An important beginning has been made in
the discovery of exact solutions (see abstracts 5 and 6) to models which, although they do not
conform precisely to the physical world, are rich enough so that their behavior is qualitatively
suggestive of the behavior of more realistic systems.
The most thoroughly explored field theory, that of quantum electrodynamics, has been
attacked by non-perturbative methods (see abstracts 15-17; 25). This procedure is of interest
not only because of the possibility that it may provide the logical completion of quantum electro-
dynamics, but also because it may provide a clue for the treatment of strongly interacting sys-
tems for which perturbation techniques are not satisfactory. Other field theory abstracts include
the development of methods for the proof of the Regge hypothesis for field theories (abstracts 23,
24). A book on the important topic of the analyticity of Feynman and unitary integrals has been
published (abstract 22; see also abstracts 26, 27).
The Regge hypothesis is used for phenomenological analysis (abstract 12). Other
phenomenological analyses include abstract 29 in which the effect of final state interactions on a
production amplitude is considered. In particular, the appearance of spurious resonances is
predicted. Studies were made of the pion-nucleon interaction, the kaon-nucleon (abstracts 30, 31)
the one-pion exchange model for inelastic processes (abstracts 32, 33), as well as the nucleon-
nucleon interaction (abstracts 44, 45). With regard to the latter an interaction employing the
boson-exchange theory of nuclear forces using experimental masses and coupling constants is
found to give as good an agreement with the experimental data (nucleon-nucleon scattering from
0 to 350 MeV lab, deuteron photoeffect, electron-deuteron interaction) as the best phenomenological
potential.
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Considerablestudyhasgoneinto thepossibility of modifyingthenucleon-nucleonpotential
sothatit canbeusedfor Hartree-Fockcalculationsin nuclei -- in particular it is hoped that
suitable separable potentials can be found to represent the core (see abstracts 46, 47).
Developments in the theory of nuclear reaction have included attacks on fundamental
problems, the description of a new phenomenon and various applications. At the fundamental
level one might mention the discussion of deuteron scattering (abstract 48) which builds the
amplitude for this process up from the individual neutron and proton scattering from the target
nucleus. A second study is that of the effect of exchange and the Pauli principle on nucleon-
nucleus scattering (abstract 50).
The description of intermediate structure, its inclusion in reaction theory and its explana-
tion in terms of doorway states is the subject of the study in abstracts 54, 56. Abstracts 52 and
53 involve applications. The most thoroughgoing discussion of this new phenomenon has been
made for the case of the isobar-analogue resonance. A reaction theory has been developed
(abstract 57), the width of these resonances has been estimated (abstract 58), and an optical
model involving coupled equations (abstract 59) has been used with great effectiveness.
Another large group of studies has been connected with the direct calculation of the ground
and excited states of 4n nuclei from potentials which fit the nucleon-nucleon scattering. The
Hartree-Fock method has been applied using the separable potential of Tabakin (abstracts 64-67).
The question of whether or not mixed parity orbitals should be used in the Hartree-Fock method
was the subject of much study. It was concluded that with the present strength of the tensor
force, no such parity mixing is to be expected (abstracts 67, 69).
Generalizations of the Hartree-Fock for the case of singular potentials have been applied
to the calculation of the properties of He 4, 016, Ca 4°, Zr 9°, Ti 5° with considerable success
(abstracts 71, 72, 73, 74). Another method based on the Eden-Emery version of the Brueckner
method has also been applied (abstracts 77, 78) with comparable results. As a final example,
the rigorous development of a theory of the rotational motion of nuclei (abstract 81) is in progress.
For the period of this report, Professors Huang and Lomon were on leave. It is a pleasure
to record that Prof. Weisskopf returned to the fold. Visiting professors included M. Ross from
the University of Michigan and C. Zemach from the University of California. (H. Feshbach)
I. Hadron Decay Processes and Quark Model
The quark model is used for the calculation of the decay rates of baryons and mesons.
According to this model the 56 states of baryons contained in the fundamental octet and decuplet
are S-states of a three-quark system and the 36 states of mesons in the scalar and vector octets
are S-states of a quark-antiquark system. The states differ from each other in the relative
orientation of spin and unitary spin of the quarks and not much in the spatial wave functions.
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Theratesare calculatedfor transitionsbetweenthesestateswhichare: (A)byweak
interaction=emissionof leptonpairs, (B)by electromagneticinteraction-emissionof y-rays or
electronpairs, and(C)by stronginteraction-emissionof pions.
Theseratesare calculatedwith thesamemethodfor all transitions. In all casesthe
interactionis transmittedbya spinflip only(mechanicaland/or isotopic).
In addition, thesamemethods lend themselves for a calculation of the annihilation of the
quark and the antiquark in mesons, accompanied by either a lepton pair emission (weak or
electromagnetic interaction) or a pair of y-rays.
These methods allow the calculation of the rates of the processes in group I without any
assumptions regarding the quark interactions. All that enters are the known weak, electro-
magnetic, and strong coupling constants.
These methods allow the calculations of the rates of all decay processes where the number
of hadrons remain unchanged, without any assumptions regarding the quark interactions. All
that enters are the known weak, electromagnetic, and strong coupling constants and the proton
magnetic moment.
The processes where a meson disappears depend also upon the value ] ¢(0) I 2, which is
the square of the wave function of the quark=antiquark system at zero distance. From comparison
with the observed rates that magnitude turns out to be of the order (Fermi)=3 and proportional to
the meson mass.
The following predictions can be made on the basis of our model for the partial width of
decays not yet measured:
Z 0 -*A + 3' ..... 8.3 keV
p -* _ + T ..... 50 keV
w_ +T ..... 6.3 keV
_b--*E + T .... 0.34 MeV
(V.
w-*e e... 0.63keV
+ -
_b_e e .... 1.0 keV
--2T ..... 1.3 keV
-* _2T .... 0.53 keV
-- 2 Try.... 0.16 keV
F. Weisskopf) (The work on these problems was performed by B. T. Feld, A. Dar, and
R. Van Royen (CERN).)
II. Adler-Weissberger Relation
A simple derivation of the Adler-Weissberger expression for the axial-vector-coupling
constant is given on the basis of a non-relativistic quark model. This derivation is, of course,
not as general as the ordinary one, but it illuminates the essential assumptions and connections,
because of its simplicity. (A. Dar and V. F. Weisskopf)
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III. CurrentAlgebrasin a SimpleModel
Weusethirdorder Feynmandiagrams in an interacting quark model to compare local
equal-time commutators of quark currents with their conventionally expected values. We find
no extra terms for the (VoA 0) algebra, nor the (SP) algebra, nor for the commutator [Vj, Ak].
All other commutators have model dependent extra terms which we discuss. The behavior of
these algebras at Pz = _ can also be studied in the same model. We find again that the (V0, A0)
algebra is model independent. (K. Johnson and F. E. Low)
IV. Current Algebra and Non-Regge Behavior of Weak Amplitudes
Certain weak amplitudes exhibit non =Reggeistic behavior. These amplitudes have fixed
poles in the complex angular momentum plane which have the dual property of (1) allowing a sum
rule of the Dashen-Gell-Mann 1, Fubini 2 type to hold, although one might naively expect a super-
convergence relation 3 for this amplitude, and (2) insuring that spin one particle poles are re-
produced in the left hand side of the sum rule correctly. (J. B. Bronzan, I. S. Gerstein, B. W.
Lee, F. E. Low)
V. A Two-Meson Solution of the Charged Scalar Static Model
A solution of the charged scalar static model was constructed in which the scattering
amplitude is crossing symmetric and has two- and three-particle intermediate states (two-meson
approximation). The production and six-point amplitudes are also obtained and are shown to lead
to a two- and three-particle unitary scattering matrix. For strong couplings there are bound
states in both the two and three particle channels. 4
An interesting consequence of this work for particle dynamics is the demonstration that
a bound state can occur in a channel due to three-particle effects, even when the Born approxima-
tion force is repulsive. This can happen for strong coupling in the 7r-p channel of the charged
5
scalar model. (J. B. Bronzan, M. Feinroth)
1. R. Dashen and M. Gell-Mann, in 1966 Coral Gables Conference on Symmetry Principles at
High Energy (Freeman and Son, San Francisco, 1966).
2. S. Fubini, Nuovo Cim. 43, 1 (1966).
3. V. deAlfaro, S. Fubini,--G. Rossetti and G. Furlan, Phys. Letters 21, 567 (1966).
4. J. B. Bronzan, "A Two-Meson Solution of the Charged Scalar Static--Model with Bound States",
J. Math. Phys. (to be published).
5. J.B. Bronzan, "Example of an 'Inelastic' Bound State", Phys. Rev. (to be published).
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VI. CrossedElasticCutVersusThreeParticle Unitary Cutas
Determinantsof LowEnergyScattering
We examinetherelative importance of the crossed elastic cut and the three particle
unitarity cut for +-p scattering in the charged scalar static model. This is done by comparing
four approximate solutions for the scattering amplitude in which different singularities of the
amplitude are retained: (1) The Born pole and the elastic unitarity cut are present. (2) The
Born pole, the crossed elastic cut and the elastic unitarity cut are present. (3) The Born pole
and both the elastic and three particle unitarity cuts are present. (4) The Born pole, a second
pole representing the crossed elastic cut, and both the elastic and three particle unitarity cuts
are present. In the channel we study all three dynamical singularities -- Born pole, crossed
elastic cut, and three particle unitarity cut -- are attractive at low energy. We find that for
strong coupling, and particularly at higher energies, production has a decidedly greater effect
on scattering than does crossing. We also find that the coupling strength required to produce
+
7r -p bound state at threshold is reduced when either the crossed elastic cut or three particle
unitarity cut is present. The reductions effected by the two singularities are comparable, and
about twice as much reduction occurs when both singularities are retained. (J. B. Bronzan and
R. W. Brown)
VII. Existence of Spurious Solutions to Many-Body Bethe-Salpeter Equations
The many-body equations studied by Weinberg are applied to a particular system of three
particles interacting with separable potentials. For certain values of the energy, it is found that
the homogeneous equation has extraneous nonzero solutions. (P. G. Federbush)
VIII. Bound on the Coupling Constant from Unitarity and Analyticity
Unitarity of the S matrix is used to bound the sum of the pole term and the left-hand
contribution appearing in a dispersion relation for a partial-wave scattering amplitude. An upper
bound for the coupling constant is then constructed for the case of an arbitrary distribution of any
finite number of sign changes in the left-hand cut discontinuity. (H. D. Dahmen and A. S. Reiner)
IX. Levinson' s Theorem in the Lee Model
The spectrum of the S-matrix in the V-0 sector of the Lee model is analyzed. It consists,
at fixed total energy, of a continuous spectrum identical with that of the disconnected S-matrix,
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togetherwitha possiblediscretespectrumconsistingof the roots of a certain transcendental
equation. This equation may have zero, one, or two roots, depending on circumstances. If at
least one root exists, at all physical energies, the eigenphase shift which joins continuously to
the V-0 elastic scattering phase shift below production threshold satisfies a Levinson theorem.
The phase of the determinant of the connected S-matrix, as defined by Wright, is shown to satis-
fy a Levinson theorem. _he situation when no stable V-particle exists is also analyzed. Here
the phase of the determinant of the connected S-matrix does not satisfy a Levinson theorem, but
a more general result is not obtained. (J. B. Bronzan, M. Cassandro and M. T. Vaughn)
X. Diagonalization of the Lee Model S-Matrix
The scattering matrix of the Lee Model was diagonalized in the second sector where both
two and three particle states participate. 1 Both the complete S-matrix and "connected" S-matrix
were examined, and discrete eigenphases were found which satisfy Levinson' s theorem.
(J. B. Bronzon and M. Cassandro)
XI. Regge Trajectories in Unphysical Energy Sheets
It is shown that an essential singularity of the scattering amplitude exists on the second
energy sheet reached through the unitarity cut. It has the same location as the nearest left-hand
branch point, and it is an accumulation point of poles in all higher, even partial waves. The
connection of these poles with bound states and resonances is investigated by following (inverse)
Regge trajectories in the energy plane. The determinantal approximation is used and a method
is developed, which allows the discussion of trajectories without having their explicit equations.
(C. H. Schmid and F. E. Low)
XII. Regge Poles in the Production of Meson and Baryon Resonances
The theory of Regge trajectory exchange is applied to the high energy production of meson
and baryon resonances. The helicity representation is used for the production amplitudes. The
partial wave summation for the crossed channel reaction is transformed into a contour integral
in the complex angular momentum plane using the Sommerfeld-Watso_ transform. The partial
wave amplitudes are continued to complex angular momentum using a single dispersion relation
in momentum transfer, and are found to be holomorphic in a region of the complex J plane. Their
1. J. B. Bronzan, M. Cassandro and M. T. Vaugh, "V-0 Sector of the Lee Model II. Eigen-
phaseshifts and Levinson' s Theorem", Nuovo Cimento (to be published).
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continuation outside this region is assumed to contain only Regge poles -- simple poles which
move with energy. Crossing relations are used to express the high energy differential cross
section for resonance production and the spin density matrix elements for resonance decay in
terms of the crossed channel helicity emplitudes. The Regge pole terms dominate the amplitudes
for trajectories in the right half J plane, and an extension of this region to the left is made by
assuming a symmetry property of the partial wave amplitudes which is true for potential scatter-
ing. The predictions are compared with experimental data, on production of the N*(1238) nucleon
resonance by pions and kaons, and also the production of the f°and p mesons by pions. The
energy dependence of the differential cross sections is found to be consistent with the Regge
pole exchange model. Values for the p, A2, and zr trajectories are determined. "[he p and A 2
values are in agreement with those determined by analysis of elastic and charge exchange
scattering data. The 7r trajectory values have not been determined in other reactions, but they
are consistent with the known general properties of Regge trajectories. The spin density matrix
elements are not strongly restricted by the theory, but the predictions that can be made are also
consistent with experiment. The extrapolation of the residue functions outside the physical
scattering region to compare them with field theoretic expressions is found to be inaccurate due
to their rapid variation. (R. L. Thews and K. Huang)
XlII. Reggeization of Elementary Particles in Field Theory
The Mandelstam counting procedure for determining under what circumstances elementary
particles in field theory must lie on Regge trajectories was examined. It was found that certain
conditions on the scattering amplitude at zero total energy must be included in the counting. The
conditions are generalizations to arbitrary spin of conditions found by Goldberger, Grisaru,
MacDowell, and Wong in 1960 for nucleon-nucleon scattering. (V. L. Teplitz and E. Abets)
XIV. On the Bethe-Salpeter Equation
The B ethe-Salpeter equation for relativistic two body interactions is analyzed in momentum
space. Only spinless particles are considered. Principal attention is paid to the elastic scatter-
ing case with the "ladder diagram" approximation. Analyticity properties as a function of the
relative energy variable are investigated in detail and an extension of the Wick rotation method to
scattering energies is presented. A formulation of scattering amplitudes is given and formal
analogies to non-relativistic scattering theory are discussed. A method for obtaining approxi-
mate solutions to the B ethe-Salpeter equation, using a cut-off and a superposition of separable
potentials is proposed and worked out in detail. Computed results are presented. These results
and methods are compared with those given by other authors. (R. M. Saenger and H. Feshbach)
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XV. QuantumElectrodynamics-VacuumPolarization
Wehavestudiedthevacuumpolarizationfunction_r_zu expressed as a functional pow'er
series in the exact photon propagator D/zu where 1/Dlz u = (gguq 2 + _u). We find that q2 --_ _,
D/_v -_ g#v/q 2 (i. e., lr/q 2 --_ 0) then the series for 7r#u diverges with the same power of log(A s) in
each order where A2 is cut off. Consequently, the assumption that 7r/q_ -* 0 is consistent only if
the coefficients of log(A 2) add up to zero. The coefficient of log A2 is equal to f(a0) where f(a0)
is defined as a power series in the true bare structure constant a 0. The finiteness of the theory
then requires that f(a0) = 0, that is, a 0 obeys an eigenvalue equation. We have then shown that
the physical fine structure constant a is still a free parameter, and that the equation a 0 = a/Z3(_)
holds as an identity in a for 0 < oe < a 0. Methods for calculating f(a0) have been established. A
paper is in preparation. (K. Johnson and M. Baker)
XVI. Quantum Electrodynamics - Renormalization in Quantum Electrodynamics
By using the scale invariance of the theory (the fact that e2 is dimensionless), we have
obtained equations for the Greens function for both electron and photon. These equations can be
used to a) generate renormalized perturbation theory or b) investigate the unrenormalized theory.
We have shown with this approach that it is possible to use the renormlized theory with finite
physical mass m for the particle to calculate the bare mass, m 0. The result is m 0 = 0 in agree-
ment with a previous analysis of the self-consistency of the unrenormalized theory which forced
us to take m 0 = 0. We have also used this approach to investigate the photon propagator and
reproduce the results. Finally, we have found it possible to prove the assumptions about per-
turbation theory made by Gell-Mann and Low in Phys. Rev. 95, 1300 (1954). (K. Johnson and
M. Baker)
XVII. Quantum Electrodynamics - Sum Rule in Quantum Electrodynamics
The sum rule of Kallen which relates the renormalized vertex function Fp(p + q, p) to Z 2,
the wave function renormalization constant is being studied. (K. Johnson)
XVIII. Strong Coupling Vector Theory
The idea that for sufficiently strong coupling, a vector field coupled to a conserved current
in a manner precisely analogous to electrodynamics will yield a vector particle with finite physical
mass starting from zero mass, is being investigated. (See previous reports.) A calculation of
this sort in a model is being made. (K. Johnson and M. Fry)
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XIX. QuantumField Theory- CanonicalCommutators
Thefact that in unrenormalizablefield theories, theequaltime commutatorsof thefields,
_¢,¢*_ , become operators is being investigated. (K. Johnson and E. Poggio)
XX. Ratio of e-p and e+p Scattering Cross Sections
We are investigating the influence of virtual nucleon polarization on the ratio of e-p to
e+p scattering at low momentum transfer. Our aim is to obtain the ratio in terms of known
external radiative corrections plus terms coming from virtual Compton scattering contributions
to the second Born approximation. We will then use models of the off-mass -shell forward
Compton amplitude to estimate the virtual polarization terms. (J. B. Bronzan, R. W. Brown)
XXI. C Violating Electromagnetic Currents
The process T + P "-* ] _r0 I + P via a vacuum exchange at high energy would show the
27r0
existence of C violating electromagnetic currents with 1AI I = o, 1, 2 .... etc., and further-
more, would dominate at high enough energy. (F. E. Low, C. Froyland)
XXII. Homology and Feynman Integrals
A book has been written in association with R. Hwa. It is concerned with the application
of homology theory to the analytical structures of Feynman and unitarity integrals. The princi-
pal achievements of the study of the analyticity of Feynman integrals by classical methat s are
summarized. A chapter describing homology theory is self-contained and easy to follow. By
using the homological approach, the geometric problem of determining the structure of the Rie-
mann surface associated with a Feynman integral is converted into an algebraic problem. This
new approach (due to Fotiadi, Froissart, Lascoux and Pham) provides a systematic language for
understanding the analytic properties of the general scattering amplitude. The text also contains
a brief survey of some modern mathematical techniques which by itself may be of use to the
theoretical physicist. (V. L. Teplitz, R. C. Hwa)
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XXIII. High Energy Behavior of Feynman Integrals with Spin I
We outline a method of determining the leading behavior of planar graphs for two body
processes in a spin 1/2-spin 1 conserved vector theory. The leading behavior can be found by
inspection. Coefficients of lower order terms can be found explicitly. In a later paper, we hope
to use our methods together with analysis of non-planar graphs to justify the Reggeisation hypo-
thesis to nth order. (J. V. Greenman)
XXIV. High Energy Behavior of Feynman Integrals with Spin II
We apply the analysis of a previous paper to determine the leading behavior and coeffi-
cients of specific lower order terms of planar graphs in the nucleon-meson scattering process.
We essentially rederive the results of Cheng and Wu in verifying the Reggeisation hypothesis in
sixth order and indicate how the analysis can be extended to nth order. (J. V. Greenman)
XXV. A Derivation of K. Wilson' s Equations and Applications to
Current Operators in Relativistic Quantum Field Theory
It is shown that, in any renormalizable quantized field theory, the renormalized field
operators satisfy local partial differential field equations. The proof is based on rigorously
proved properties of renormalized perturbation theory and is valid to all orders. The field
equations have their usual form except that products of field operators at the same space-time
point are replaced by current operators proposed by K. Wilson. In neutral pseydoscalar meson
theory, Wilson' s proposal implies that the current operator h(x) associated with the product ¢_b
is given by the limit
lim h (g,x) = lim 1
_-*0 _-.0 _ [ ¢(x+_) _(x) - El( _)¢(x) - E2U(_)a_¢(x) ]
for suitable functions Ei(g ) with singularities at g=0. It is shown that E i exist such that, in each
order of perturbation theory, for any product × of field operators, < 0 ]Th(_,x)× 10> converges
to <01 Th(x)× ]0> in the Schwartz topology on distributions on the space .J of C _° functions of fast
decrease, and that different such E i correspond to finite renormalizations of the relevant para-
meters. These results are applied to present a finite formulation of quantum electrodynamics.
The gauge invariance of this theory is established and is shown to be equivalent to the gauge
invariance of the field equations. (R. A. Brandt, P. G. Federbush)
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XXVI. TheNon-LandauSingularitiesof FeynmanGraphs
TheFeynmanintegral is studied as an integral over a compact manifold. The denomina-
tor surfaces are "prepared" by a process of stratification wherein singular parts are removed to
become "strata" of lower dimension. These strata are shown to obey regularity properties
which allows the application of a theorem of Rene Thom. This theorem gives necessary criteria
for the Feynman integral to experience a singularity.
This work is concerned with a subset of the singularities the integral may possess -- the
so-called "non-Landau" singularities. These are shown to be due to behavior of the integral at
the point at infinity in each integration variable. Two examples, the sixth-order scattering
graph, and the tetrahedral graph, are worked out. (P. B. Ulrich and P. G. Federbush)
XXVII. Triangle Singularities
It is shown that triangle singularities and the generalized Peierls mechanism cannot pro-
duce peaks in the total transition rate nor in any two-body spectrum of the final state, although
the singularities considered can be on the physical boundary. The reason is a cancellation of the
peak, which occurs when the diagram without rescattering is added coherently to the triangle
diagram. The triangle amplitude is integrated explicitly apart from a smooth and monotomic
background.
It is also shown that interference effect never produce peaks in the total transition rate
nor in any two-body spectrum of the final state. (C. H. Schmid and F. E. Low)
XXVIII. Strange Particles and Parastatistics
A field theory of paraparticles interacting with ordinary particles can be established. As
an example, we show that, by treating strange particles as paraparticles and attributing their
strangeness to their being paraparticles, a parafield theory of strange particles can be formulated;
the consequences of such theory are investigated. The Greenberg-Messiah selection rules are
shown not to be generally valid but depend upon their assumptions as to the commutation rules
among the interacting fields. (N. Tomlijanovich)
XXIX. Caldwell-Weinstein Effect
The aim of this paper is to compare the predictions of a model with the recent conjecture
of Caldwell and Weinstein stating that in particular circumstances the mass and the width of a
resonance could be altered by the final state interactions following the production process. This
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effect,whichtheycall pre-decayresonancemixing, shouldbeobservedin a reactionin which
there is thepossibilityof producingeither oneof tworesonancesof comparablemassas, for
example, p and ¢0. Our model refers explicitly to the p; w case but the conclusions we _raw
are entirely general and can be applied to any other similar case. Our results can be formulated
as follows. No finite range final state interaction can displace a resonance or change its width.
However, the production amplitude acquires a modulating factor which can in principle modify
considerably the production cross -section. Additional peaks may appear simulating spurious
resonances. These could be discriminated from true resonances by studying their energy
dependence. (G. Jona-Lasinio and F. E. Low)
XXX. The (3/2, 3/2) Resonance
The T=3/2, P=3/2 pion nucleon interaction was approximated by a Yukawa potential out-
1
side a boundary condition with a pole in energy. (E. L. Lomon) (This work was completed
while on leave at CERN, Geneva)
XXXI. Kaon-Nucleon Scattering and Threshold K* Production
Using the boundary-condition model, it is shown that the rise of the I=0 S-state KJ_
phase shift near PL (kaon laboratory momentum) = 800 MeV/c can be attributed to the effect of
the K*j_ threshold. Approximately 2.8 mb of K* production at 1140 MeV/c is predicted for that
channel. If the interchannel coupling is reduced for the I=1 channel in the ratio given by isovector
exchange, the experimental production cross section is obtained and the earlier fit to the I=1
S-state phase shift altered negligibly. Elastic-boundary-condition fits are given for the P and D
waves. The boundary radius, consistent with theory, is 0.45/z-i except for one D-state. The
0.7 #-i radius required in the latter case indicates a significant repulsive potential tail.
(W. J. De Bonteand E. L. Lomon)
XXXII. Distorted-Wave One-Pion-Exchange Model
for Inelastic Proton-Proton Scattering
The one-pion-exchange model, modified to allow for initial- and final-state interactions,
is applied to those inelastic two-body proton-proton scattering processes involving the excitation
of the two lightest nucleon isobars. The model apparently overestimates the N*+(1238)
i. A. H. Huffman and E. L. Lomon, Nuovo Cim. 43, 817 (1966).
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production cross section, but gives a satisfactory account of N*+(1430) production.
(P. C. M. Yock)
XXXIII. Form Factors and the Absorptive One Pion Exchange Model
The one pion exchange model, corrected for absorption in the initial and final states, is
examined for those two body reactions involving the production of high spin particles. It is
found that the inclusion of vertex functions brings the theory into agreement with experiment. By
consideration of a number of reactions explicit forms for the NTrN*(1238) and 7r_ vertex functions
are obtained. It is shown that these vertex functions do not require the existence of any as yet
undiscovered mesons. Implications of these vertex functions in two pion exchange calculations
are also discussed. (P. C. M. Yock and D. Gordon)
XXXIV. Analysis of Photoproduction of Vector Mesons
The photoproduction of neutral vector mesons, in the reactions T+p-_V+p and _+p--_
V+N*+(1238) at photon momenta of a few BeV/c, is discussed in terms of the one-particle-
exchange and absorption models. Initial- and final-state interaction effects are included. The
absorptive amplitudes are calculated by recourse to the unitarity equation. Difficulties arising
in this calculation associated with Born amplitudes involving particles of high spin are discussed
in detail. The analysis indicates that both the one-particle-exchange and absorptive mechanisms
fail to account for the observed p photoproduction data. On the other hand, the presently available
co photoproduction data are found to be consistent with the one-pion-exchange model, corrected
for absorption in the final state. (P. C. M. Yock, with U. Maor - Harvard)
XXXV. A Theoretical Investigation of the Production of
Weakly Interacting Intermediate Vector Bosons
The production of intermediate vector bosons is considered in two reactions: (1) _r+p --_w+p
and (2) _-p --_w+n. Reaction (1) is computed by single particle exchange with corrections for (1)
empirical form factors, (2) absorption in the initial state, and (_) l_egge pole exchange. Omega
meson exchange is found to dominate and to give a cross section of about 10-33 cm 2.
Reaction (2) is considered by W exchange, Compton Graphs, and pion exchange. W ex-
change is found to dominate and, when corrections for CVC and PCAC form factors are taken
into account, to give a cross section of 5 x 10 -_ cm 2. An anomalous magnetic moment for the W
of 1 boson magneton multiplies this result by 3. (J. D. Cornwell, III, and K. Huang)
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XXXVI. UnconventionalU(3)x U(3)Assignment
An(8,8)and(6,3)assignmentfor theJ _<3/2 baryonsis beingworkedout. However,
breakingis compulsoryin this model, andleavesconsiderableambiguity. (F. E. Low, T. Yao)
XXXVII. ShadowEffectin High-EnergyScatteringfrom Deuterons
Theextractionof neutroncrosssectionsfrom deuterondatais nontrivial; themost
widelyusedmodelis thesemi-classicalray formulaof Glauber,whichgives, in additionto the
impulseapproximationterms, a shadowcorrectiondueto themutualeclipsingof thenucleons
in thedeuteron. In this workweshowedthat, if thenucleon-nucleonscatteringamplitudesnear
theforwarddirectioncanbe representedasa sumof Reggepoles, theshadowterm thatGlauber
includesvanishesrapidlyat highenergiesbut thatother termsremainwhichprovidea some-
whatsmaller shadoweffect. Wegavea diagrammaticderivationof theGlauberformulaand
showedthathis shadowterm, whichcomesfrom thediagramwherebothnucleonsinteractwith
the incidentfast particle, doesnot in facthavetheReggecut necessaryfor its persistenceat
highenergies. Wethenshowedthat certaindiagramswith inelasticvirtual statesbetweenthe
twointeractionsdohavesuchcutsandweexpressedtheir contribution in terms of a partial
inelastic cross section and a statistical factor. An experimental clarification can only be
achieved by accurate experiments with high-energy neutron beams. (V. L. Teplitz)
XXXVIII. Pion Production from Nuclei
Estimations of various photo and electro pion production processes are being made.
particular, the coherent charged pion production to isobaric analog states is being studied.
(A. K. Kerman and L. Saunders)
In
XXXIX. Nuclear Correlations from Deuteron-Nucleus Scattering
To describe deuteron nucleus scattering accurately at high energies one has t o correct
the approximation that the potential which acts on the deuteron is the sum of the neutron and pro-
ton optical potentials. This correction is largely due to nuclear correlations and presents a
method of determining the correction to the nucleon optical potential due to correlations.
The method is applied to 650 MeV deuteron-carbon scattering. Good agreement is found
between theory and experiment. (J. F. Reading)
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XL. TheHigh EnergyApproximationandSlightlyNon-LocalPotentials
Thehighenergyapproximationis extendedto non-localpotentials. Appliedto thehigh
energyopticalpotentiala roughestimateindicatestheremovalof a large discrepancy between
theory and experiment in the imaginary part of the potential. (J. F. Reading)
XLI. High Energy Approximation
The semi-classical high energy approximation is examined and generalized to apply to
coupled channels and vibrating nuclei. (W. Bassichis, H. Feshbach, J. F. Reading)
XLII. High Energy Deuteron Cross Sections
A theoretical analysis of the collisions of particles with deuterons is carried out in the
high-energy approximation. This approximation, which corresponds to a generalized form of
diffraction theory, takes explicit account of double collision processes as well as single ones.
It is used to express the amplitudes for elastic and inelastic scattering by deuterons in terms of
the elastic scattering amplitudes of the neutron and proton and the deuteron wave functions. The
resulting expressions are used to evaluate the differential cross section for elastic scattering,
and the angular distribution of inelastic scattering (i. e., the differential cross section for
deuteron breakup integrated over final energies of the incident particle). The contributions to
these cross sections of the various single and double scattering processes and the terms which
represent their interference are exhibited individually. Expressions are derived for the total
cross section of the deuteron and for its elastic and inelastic total scattering and absorption cross
sections. The difference between the various types of deuteron cross sections and the sum of the
corresponding cross sections for the free neutron and proton is explained in some detail. Spin-
1
dependent interactions are treated, and for incident particles of spin-2- an expression is given
for the deuteron total cross section in terms of the general spin-dependent scattering amplitudes
of the neutron and proton. The theory is applied to antiproton-deuteron collisions in the energy
range from 0.13 to 17.1 BeV. The results for the total and absorption cross sections which are
calculated for a variety of models of the deuteron wave function are found to be in good agree-
merit with the measurements. The magnitudes of such effects as double scattering and the inter-
ference of single and double scattering amplitudes are seen to he appreciable. (V. Franco, with
R. J. Glauber, Harvard)
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XLIII. TheMandelstamRepresentationfor the BoundaryCondition
Modelof StrongInteractions
Doubledispersionrelationsare derivedfor twocases: Thefirst is scatteringbyan
energydependent boundary condition on the wave function at a fixed boundary radius, without an
external potential; the second is that of scattering by an energy dependent boundary condition
with a superposition of Yukawa potentials outside of the boundary.
In the former case, sufficient conditions for the uniform convergence of the partial wave
sum, analytically continued to complex values of energy and momentum transfer have been de-
rived and verified for the model. The behavior of the total scattering amplitude, for complex
values of energy and momentum transfer approaching infinity, has been investigated by use of
saddle point techniques, with the result that the amplitude has an energy dependent essential
singularity at infinity in momentum transfer. The behavior in the energy plane gives rise to one
subtraction in the corresponding dispersion relation.
The latter case of a superposition of Yukawa potentials outside of the boundary cannot be
treated by the same methods since the uniform convergence of the partial wave sum is restricted
to the small Lehmann ellipse. The Regge techniques of employing the Watson transform on the
total scattering amplitude in order to analytically continue to complex energy and momentum
transfer have been employed, with the result that the analytic properties of the model have been
obtained in the finite complex energy and momentum transfer planes. Our inability to complete
the Watson transform parallel to the imaginary t[ axis results in our inability to extract the
standard Regge behavior in momentum transfer. Instead, an essential singularity again results
at infinity. The double dispersion relation is similar to that of the pure BCM case, except for
an additional branch cut in the momentum transfer variable. (F. Newman and H. Feshbach)
XLIV. A Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction Consistent with Experiment
and the Boson Exchange Theory of Nuclear Forces
The nucleon-nucleon data are fitted by a boundary condition model interaction determined
largely by field theoretic forms. One and two pions, p, ¢0, and _ meson exchange adiabatic local
1
potentials determine the interaction for r >t _-_ where (1//_) is the pion Compton wavelength. The
two pion exchange contribution contains a degree of ambiguity measured by the parameters _ and
for the pion ladder and nucleon pair diagrams respectively. The interaction at r 0 (_ 1/2#) is
given by an energy independent boundary condition for each partial wave sensitive to the short
range interaction. A very good fit to the pp data and a good fit to the np data below 350 MeV
nucleon laboratory energy comparable to the better phenomenological are obtained. The optimum
or fixed values of exchange particle mesons and coupling constants correspond to their known
measured values, and the k and _ parameters optimize in their theoretical range. The value
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obtained for r 0 corresponds to that predicted by the theory of the boundary condition model.
There remain 19 boundary condition parameters freely fitted to which the data is sensitive.
Rescattering and @ meson exchange contributions remain to be investigated as doe the effect of
coupling to inelastic channels. (E. Lomon and H. Feshbach)
XLV. Two Body Force - Finite Soft Cores
A paper is in preparation on the subject of soft cores in the nucleon-nucleon potential.
We find that the Hamada Johnston potential can actually be improved by using "soft" cores
(height 656 MeV) of larger radius (0.67 F). (A. K. Kerman and C. Bressel)
XLVI. Nucleon-Nucleon Cores
Work is under way to determine whether the potential cores of nucleon-nucleon forces can
be replaced by non-local "smooth" cores such that the nuclear problem can be attacked with
ordinary perturbation theory. We are using a local potential outside of the core radius and a
separable non-local potential inside the core radius. (B. Levy, A. K. Kerman, and B. Rouben)
XLVII. Two-Body Forces
An attempt is made to construct explicitly the unitary transformation connecting the
Hamiltonians H i = p_/2m + V 1 and H2 = p2/2m + V 2 in cases where V 1 and V 2 have the same Jost
function and hence the same S-matrix. We are particularly interested in the case where V 1 is
local and static and V 2 is a separable (that is, velocity dependent) potential. It is hoped that
this way we may be able to construct families of phase-equivalent potentials and, subsequently,
compare their effects in many-body situations. (F. Villars and M. Rinehart)
XLVIII. Deuteron Scattering
This work was undertaken in order to find out to what extent diagram analysis could be
used in describing collisions with complex projectiles and rearrangement collisions. In this
study, the no recoil approximation is used throughout. Deuteron elastic scattering is the simplest
case. Its T-matrix can be obtained from a Greens-function (no recoil'.)
1 +(k'lg( )lk) =<(°]Ok'(-) D k(+)1¢o >
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+
Dk(+) and Dk, (_) being certain deteron creation and annihilation operators defined in terms of
Hartree-Fock continuum states. One has then:
(k' I TI k) = (k' I THFI k) + lim (W-Ek,) (W-Ek) (k' I g(_o) I k)-
¢0--_Ek, = E k
A linked diagram perturbation series expansion for g gives the "compound" elastic scattering
matrix T N due to g. T N is given by the series:
+
(k' ] TNI k) = < $ HF ] Dk, (_) VNDk(+) I 4_HF > Linked
¢o
1 I .n V D ++ < _bHF] Dk' (-) VN Eo+Ek-Ho+i_I (V Eo+Ek_Ho+i _ ) N k (+) I
n=0
_b HF >Linked
and V N is a submatrLx of V, excluding transitions from continuum to continuum states. The
term THF is a kind of "shape-elastic" scattering amplitude.
Formulae for stripping, inelastic scattering and deuteron break-up have also been
derived. This work is essentially terminated and wiU be presented in the near future as a
technical report. (W. Junkin and F. Villars)
XLIX. The Problem of Target Recoil
In a Hartree-Fock theory of reactions, a no-recoil approximation is always used. If this
is tolerated, then Feshbach' s "generalized optical potential" v(o_), describing ground state elastic
nucleon scattering, can be derived by many-body perturbation theory from the approximate (no
recoil) one particle Greens-function. A comparison of the matrix-elements of u (w) between
Hartree-Fock states, I @HF >, and momentum projected Hartree-Fock states eiK" Xop 6(Pop) 14) HF >
1
shows a correction factor due to recoil of the type exp [ - _- (kf-ki)2 < X2>]. In order to find a
more systematic approach to this question, we use the fact that the T-matrix for elastic scatter-
ing may be written as (K'k' I TI Kk) = Tfi6(K'+k' - k-k) = < _K' ] 01 _bK>' _bK and _bK'
being the target ground state. One now has the identity
Tfi = lim <_HF] e-flHe-iKf" x°p 0(kf, ki) e iKix°p e-#I-I I q_ HF_<q__tF I e-2flH 14) HF >
(2)
which we use as a basis for expressing Tfi in terms of a perturbation series of linked diagrams.
The previously mentioned correction factor can be recovered from (2); the elaboration of further
details is in progress, iF. Villars and E. Redish)
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L. TheEffectof Exchange and the Pauli Principle
on Nucleon-Nucleus Scattering
The Pauli principle and exchange effects in nucleon-nucleus scattering are treated by
introducing "exchange operators" into the coupled-channel formalism of the Unified Their y of
Nuclear Reactions. The influence of the Pauli, and exchange, features on the choice of a con-
venient representation for the total wave function is discussed in wave mechanic and field
theoretic notations. Also discussed is the truncation of the wave function and the coupled
equations to include only the channels of interest, while properly handling the exchange problem.
It is in connection with this truncation that the exchange operators are introduced. The construc-
tion of these operators is discussed. This discussion involves an analysis of the K-matrix
(generalized density matrix) eigen-problem. The role of the exchange operator is interpreted,
and some specific examples for shell model target states are exhibited. For reference, a
general discussion of dependent bases is included, with special emphasis on the related ambi-
guities and spurious effects. An effective Hamiltonian for the open-channel amplitudes is con-
structed along the lines of the Unified Theory, modified by the inclusion of exchange operators.
For this purpose, there is a discussion of projection operators which separate the open channels
from the other channels which are retained after the initial truncation; the operator QOI' which
projects on to the closed channels of interest, is introduced. The components of the effective
Hamfltonian are discussed, and sample forms are given for the case of particle-hole excited
target states.
A model calculation has been carried out to demonstrate the use of the formalism, and to
illustrate the importance of correctly treating the Pauli principle and exchange effects. A "con
trol" calculation has also been done in which the exchange operators are omitted. The location
and widths of the predicted scattering resonances are compared, and a great variation between
the calculations is noted. It is found that, for the sample problem, the major differences are
contained in the lower energy region. Tests are discussed for locating the resonances which are
spurious because of the Pauli principle. It was learned, from the application of these tests,
that, when the exchange was correctly treated, spurious resonances could be found and eliminated.
This was not the case for the control calculation. (W. A. Friedman and H. Feshbach)
LI. A Study of the Many-Channel Scattering Matrix
in the Intermediate Energy Region
The scattering matrix for a nuclear interaction with many closely-coupling channels is
considered in a model which replaces all contributions due to closed channels by a complex
potential. Some of the analytical properties of the scattering matrix are studied, the relation
between the magnitude of the absorption potential and the magnitude of the violation of unitarity is
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derived. The resonance Dehavior of the scattering matrix is studied, and it is shown that the
scattering matrix can readily be written in a multiple-interaction expansion, and that a
B reit-Wigner form appears for the highly fluctuating part which predicts poles approximately
at the zeros of the intermediate state wave functions (in contrast to the predictions of the
R-matrix expansion with a zero value of the typical R-matrix boundary parameter. )
The statistical model of nuclear structure is studied, in which the distribution function
for the Hamiltonian matrix elements is generated from an ensemble of systems which are con-
sistent with certain invariance properties of the Hamiltonian. It is shown that meaningful
correlations can be introduced among the Hamiltonian matrix elements, and the distribution
function for the reduced width matrix elements is derived from this ensemble, where it is shown
that the reduced width matrix elements have a mean square value inversely proportional to the
number of channels open to the interaction, and that the magnitude of the total resonance width is
approximately independent of this number.
A computation is made of the widths and the positions of the poles of the exact scattering
matrix in the case of the s-wave scattering of a spinless particle from a square-well potential,
the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian being generated according to the statistical distribution
function, and it is found that the poles are positioned according to the predictions of the resonance
formula. The widths are found to be on the order of a few keV at an energy of around 25 MeV,
and it is shown that the resulting reduced width matrix elements follow the distribution predicted
in the statistical model. The inelastic cross section is computed, and, for zero imaginary
potential, is found to be approximately one-half of the experimental value. Considering that a
square-well potential is expected to give too small an inelastic cross-section, this agreement
shows that a good proportion of the inelastic scattering is due to contributions from the closely-
coupled open channels. (V. J. Newton, S.J., and H. Feshbach)
LII. Resonance Scattering of Neutrons in the Extended Shell Model
A systematic study of the role of target vibrational states in the resonance elastic scatter-
ing of s-wave neutrons by medium-weight even-even nuclei is presented. The theory of average
cross sections of Feshbach, Kerman, and Lemmer is employed in conjunction with a phenomeno-
logical model recently used by Lande and Brown. This model describes the low-lying target
states as phonon excitations, after Bohr and Mottelson, and treats the residual neutron-nucleus
interaction as an operator linear in the phonon creation and annihilation operators. A model
closed-channel subspace is constructed by diagonalizing the model Hamiltonian on a basis
consisting of as many as three 2+ phonons and one 3- phonon coupled to unoccupied bound single-
neutron orbitals. All model parameters are taken from experiment. Escape widths are computed
J
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for model closed-channel states in the compound nuclei Ni 61, Ge T1, and Se _7. It is found that the
3- vibration is of negligible importance for s-wave neutron scattering by even-even targets in the
mass region A=60 to A=80. A critical discussion of ambiguities in the numerical results is given.
Using the calculated escape widths, s -wave neutron strength functions for large averaging
intervals (2 MeV) are evaluated. The maximum local deviations from these large-interval values
are estimated for the Ge _°and Se _6 targets on the basis of the doorway strength function expression
of Feshbach, Kerman, and Lemmer. It appears that the calculated strength functions are in
qualitative agreement with experimental values, and it seems likely that the 2+ vibration is
important in determining average s-wave neutron cross sections for the targets studies. (H. S.
Picker and R. H. Lemmer)
LIII. Shell Model Theory of Nuclear Reactions in Deformed Nuclei
An attempt has been made to explain the intermediate structure resonances observed in
neutron scattering on light nuclei in terms of simple excitation of the compound system. Fesh-
bach' s theory for nuclear and photonuclear reactions was used to evaluate neutron total cross
section on Fig(p, T0)Ne 20, Fig(p, T1)Ne 20. differential cross section. The compound system in both
reactions was taken as linear combinations of particle-hole states in a deformed scheme. The
neutron total cross section was evaluated between 0.5 and 2.5 MeV taking into consideration all
possible open channels, and we took s, p, and d partial waves. Similarly in the proton capture
cross section most of the open channels were taken into consideration. It is found that the cal -
culated neutron total cross section is in rather good agreement with the experiment especially
as far as the width and number of resonances is concerned. A better agreement with the experi-
ment is obtained when the average calculated cross section was compared with the experiment.
The agreement between the calculated proton capture cross section and the experiment is not very
good. This can be due to the fact that the model does not describe the giant dipole resonance
properly. However, the calculated widths for the resonances in proton capture are of the same
order of magnitude as the observed widths. (I. R. Afnan and R. H. Lemmer)
LIV. Theory of Nuclear Reactions
An extension of Feshbach' s unified reaction theory to the case of deformed nuclei with
rotational bonds is under investigation. (A. K. Kerman and R. Kujawsky)
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LV. IntermediateStructureandDoorwayStatesin NuclearReactions
Intermediatestructure in the energy dependence of cross sections is interpreted in terms
of an intermediate model, which describes the transition amplitude averaged over an energy in-
terval which is much larger than the width and spacing of the compound nuclear levels but which
is much smaller than the widths of the structure in the optical model cross sections. The inter-
mediate structure is ascribed to resonances in the intermediate amplitude which in turn are
assumed to be the consequence of the existence of doorway states which are described and defined.
A formalism is developed which takes the existence of these states explicitly into account. The
resultant amplitude is then averaged and the intermediate model obtained. For an isolated door-
way state this amplitude can be divided into a slowly varying part and a rapidly varying resonant
part. The energy width of the resonant term equals the width of the doorway state which is com-
posed of an escape width into open channels and a decay width into more complex excitations.
Strength functions are shown to exhibit intermediate structure. These results are generalized to
the case of overlapping doorways. Reactions as well as elastic scattering are discussed. The
results are put in a form which permit the analysis of experimental data in terms of intermediate
model resonances, and the quantum numbers of the doorway states extracted. Experimental
situations which would tend to exhibit intermediate structure, and the identification of such
structure as an intermediate model resonance is outlined. Some examples of intermediate
structure are discussed. (H. Feshbach, A. K. Kerman, and R. H. Lemmer)
LVI. Intermediate-Structure Strength Function
Measurement of the two-particle one-hole or doorway-state strength function by suitable
averaging of (d,p) and (p,p') cross section is proposed. (M. Bolsterli, W. R. Gibbs, A. K.
Kerman, and J. E. Young)
LVII. A Reaction Theory for Isobaric Analogue Resonances
The study of isobaric analogue resonances in reactions initiated by low energy protons on
nuclei having a neutron excess is approached from the point of view of the unified theory of nuclear
reactions: the analogue resonances are described in terms of special states related to the low
lying states of the neutron rich isobar by the total charge raising operator. These states are
shown to act as doorway states in producing localized anomalies in the cross sections. The
properties of these anomalies are examined both from a low-resolution and from a high
resolution point of view. The various experimental features found in the analogue state anomalies
are then related to the various interference effects which arise between the special analogue state
and the other nuclear degrees of freedom. An attempt is made to derive a coupled channel inter-
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mediate model from the general formulation, but it is shown that the present approach leads
rather more naturally to an intermediate model of a different sort. A simple discussion is also
given of the effects to be expected in the inelastic scattering cross sections. Some numerical
estimates of both escape and damping widths are given in order to illustrate the orders of
magnitude predicted by the formalism. (A. F. R. de Toledo Piza and A. K. Kerman)
LVIII. Damping of Isobaric Analogue States
The spreading width of analogue states due to the Coulomb interactions in a nucleus is
calculated. The coupling to single-particle, two-particle-one-hole and three-particle-two-hole
configurations is considered. The effect of nuclear interactions is taken into account in the large
energy separation between the analogue and the configuration states (symmetry energy displace-
ment) and in the natural distribution of the latter representing their fragmentation. 2-he spread-
ing widths are found to be small, less than 3 keV in 89y and 91Nb. (A. F. R. de Toledo Piza and
A. K. Kerman - MIT; S. Fallieros and R. H. Venter, Bartol Research Foundation)
LIX. Isobaric Analog States - Coupled Equations
A study has been made of the coupled equations proposed by Lane as a means of under-
standing the "single-particle" analog resonances. It has been found that these resonances can be
substantially explained in terms of the coupled equations where the strength of the coupling poten-
tial is determined by the splitting between the analog state and the configuration state with isospin
one unit less. The parameters used are consistent with normal optical model parameters. The
role of the spectroscopic factor is also under investigation. This work has been carried out in
collaboration with Ervin Schwarcz of LRL Livermore. (E. Auerbach, C. Dover, A. K. Kerman,
and R. H. Lemmer)
LX. Isobaric Analog States - dn and dp Stripping
Recent experiments of Moore have indicated that the coupled equations used in studies of
analog resonances may be relevant as a final state interaction in (dp) reactions below the Cou-
lomb barrier and the related (d, n) reaction to isobaric analog final states. We are investigating
the possibility of a simple modification in the DWBA stripping theory to take account of this inter-
action. This work is being carried out in collaboration with Ervin Schwarcz of LRL, Livermore,
and William Gibbs of LASL. (A. K. Kerman)
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LXI. Investigation of the Effects of a Spin Spin Interaction on
the Elastic Scattering of Neutrons by Nuclei
The effects of an interaction between the spin of the incident neutron and the spin of the
target nucleus are considered in the framework of the optical model. It is found that the differ-
ential elastic scattering is insensitive to the interaction. However the interaction splits the
single particle states and the elastic scattering shows structure as a function of energy when the
absorption is small. The spin-spin interaction has negligible effect on the polarization. The
rotation parameter, R(O) and the asymmetry parameter, A(0) are sensitive to the spin-spin
interaction for 0 = 180 ° and 90° respectively. For angles near the minima in the differential
elastic scattering the depolarization is approximately zero. (A. P. Stamp)
LXII. Experimental Evidence for a New Theory of (t, p) and (p, t) Reactions
A theory of two-nucleon transfer reactions is constructed in which the proton is scattered
from the proton-target interaction as if the other particles were not present. (Y. Waghmare and
E. H. Auerbach; C. A. Pearson - Atomic Energy Commission, Lucas Heights, Australia and
Neils Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark)
LXIII. Analytic Structure of the Two- and Four-Point Function in a Soluble Many Fermion Model
The analytic properties in the energy variables of the one- and two-particle propagator
are investigated on the basis of an exact solution of an N particle model with a simplified and
separable two body potential. (H. D. Dahmen)
LXIV. Nucleon-Nucleon Boundary Condition Methods for Nuclear Matter
It is shown that, as a consequence of the energy independence of the boundary condition f
on the radial Schroedinger wave function u at r 0' u = 0 for r < r 0' and that the boundary condition
is equivalent to replacing Vu, in the equation for u in r < r 0, by an expression linear in u(r0+¢ )
and u' (r0+e). The B ethe-Goldstone wave function u N is determined by the same replacement in
its integral equation. But u N _ 0 in r < r 0' so that uN depends on an extra parameter b, the
boundary condition at r 0 - e. Pseudo-potentials at r 0 which give the boundary condition exactly
are presented. The self-consistent single particle potential energy in nuclear matter is investi-
gated with a simple S state boundary condition, without a potential tail. The effective mass approx-
imation is found inadequate. For the same interaction, the effect of summing the hole-hole con-
tributions is found to be important for the two-body correlations, and small but significant for the
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saturation and binding energy. A calculation is made with a more realistic model with a potential
tail. A modified Moszkowski-Scott type expansion, separated at r0, is used. Convergence is
poor and binding is not obtained. More recent nucleon-nucleon boundary condition models may
give convergence and binding. (M. M. Hoenig and E. L. Lomon)
LXV. Hartree-Fock Calculation for Finite Nuclei with a Nonlocal Two-Body Potential
An application of the Hartree-Fock (HF) method to calculation of the structure of finite
nuclei is presented. The nonlocal, separable potential of Tabakin is used as the two-body inter-
action. The calculation is carried out by writing the HF equations in an oscillator basis and
applying the Moshinsky transformation to relative coordinates. The closed-shell nuclei O is
and Ca 4° are considered. Under the assumption that they are spherical, their binding energy
per particle is found to be -2.41 and -3.74 MeV for O 16 and Ca 4°, respectively. Possible reasons
for the large discrepancy with the experimental binding are discussed. The single-particle
energies show better agreement with data, but have too much spin-orbit splitting, namely, 10.2
MeV for lp states in O 16, and 11.13 and 14.59 MeV, respectively, for the lp and ld states in
Ca 40. The rms radii for O is and Ca 4° were found to be 2.38 and 2.96 F, compared with experi-
mental values of 2.64 F and 3.52 F, respectively. Corrections for Coulomb force and center-of-
mass motion have also been calculated. (A. K. Kerman, J. P. Sverme, and F. M. H. Villars)
LXVI. Hartree-Fock - Second Order
Hartree-Fock calculations have been performed previously on the binding energy of finite
nuclei using the separable potential of Tabakin. We report here on an evaluation of the second
order correction to the binding energy of O 16. Including the second order terms, we obtain a
binding of 6.7 MeV per particle. (M. K. Pal, A. K. Kerman and J. P. Svenne)
LXVII. Nuclear Hartree-Fock Calculations
Hartree-Fock calculations have been carried out for the ground state binding energy of the
even-even nuclei from A=4 to A=40. The calculations are unrestricted in the sense that angular
as well as radial variations are allowed in the single particle trial wave functions. The Tabakin
and Yale-Shakin forces were used. Reasonable agreement with observed binding energies and
quadrupole moments was obtained. Parity mixing was also investigated. It was concluded that
parity mixing does not occur in Hartree-Fock calculations with realistic forces. (W. Bassichis,
A. K. Kerman, and J. P. Svenne)
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LXVIII. Isobaric Analog States - Extension of Hartree-Fock Theory
The role of isospin invariance in Hartree-Fock theory is under investigation. The
relationship of the random phase approximation to the generalized Hartree-Fock theory in this
connection may be of some relevance. (J. Ginnochio, A. K. Kerman and ]. Weneser)
LXIX. Nuclear Hartree-Fock Theory - The Problem of Parity-Mixed Orbitals
It has recently been suggested (J. P. Amiet and D. P. Huguenin, Nuclear Phys. 46___,171
(1963)) that the Hartree-Fock variational problem leads to single particle wave functions of
mixed parity if the effects of the tensor force are included.
In order to obtain some orientation in this question, an assumed even parity HF solution
_b0(1 , 2,...A) was modified by operating on it with operators of type e ikF, where F was chosen
to be one of the operators:
The HF energy of the system is then:
<_b0 ]e -ixF H eikF I _b0 > = E(X)
It is found that E(k) can be written, for F of type (lb) as:
E(),)= E(0) + A 2 sin2k + A 4 sin4k
The coefficientsA 2 and A4, however, turn out to be very difficultto evaluate exactly. Con-
tributions to them from kinetic energy, central spin-exchange potential energy, spin-orbit poten-
tial,and tensor force enter with various signs (depending on exchange mixture of potential),and
many near cancellations make their approximate evaluation unreliable.
Itis concluded that the question of parity mixing is of potential interest but that the best
approach to the question of whether the minimum of the variational problem is obtained for good
parity solutions isthrough extended numerical HF calculations. (F. Villars and G. Cooper)
LXX. Examination of the Hartree-Fock Wave Functions of Ne 2°
The purpose of this paper is to examine how close the projected Hartree-Fock wave
functions of Ne 2° are in comparison with its actual eigenfunctions. By calculating <H> 2 and
<H2>, it is found that the upper limit of the inaccuracy of the projected wave functions of Ne 2°
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for J=O,2, 4, 6 is 17percent,while the energiesfor thesameangularmomentumstatesare
determinedwithin theaccuracyof 4 percent. (S.N. Tewari)
LXXI. UnitaryModelOperatorApproachto NuclearStructurePhysics
Tablesof thematrix elementsof aneffectiveinteractionderivedfrom theYalepotential
havebeenprepared. 2his effectiveinteractionhasbeenusedin Hartree-Fockcalculationsof the
bindingenergyof severalsphericalnucleiandin thecalculationof nuclearspectra. A detailed
paperdescribingthenumericalmethodsusedandtheresultsobtainedwill besubmittedfor publi-
cation. Goodresultsareobtainedfor thepropertiesof O16while for Ca4° the effective interaction
appears somewhat too strong indicating the need for a more careful treatment of the spectral
corrections to the second-order terms in the effective interaction. (C. Shakin, Y. R. Waghmare,
M. H. Hull)
LXXII. Generalized Hartree-Fock Calculation with an Effective Interaction for
Finite Nuclei
Results are reported for generalized Hartree-Fock calculations on 160 using the Yale
potential. Positions of single particle orbits, binding energy and rms radii are given. The
results are compared with those of other authors and the experimental data. (C. M. Shakin,
J. Svenne, and Y. R. Waghmare)
LXXIII. Realistic Potentials and Shell Model
Using the recent theory developed by Shakin, et al., for nuclear-structure calculations,
energy-level calculations are made for realistic potentials such as the Yale potential and the
nonlocal Tabakin potential. As examples, Zr 9° and Ti s° are considered. The results for the
spectra of these nuclei are compared with those of other authors and the experimental data.
The agreement with the Ti s° spectrum is good. In the case of Zr 9° the agreement is improved if
we admit a configuration dependence for the effective interaction arising from the possibility of
having different size parameters for the g9/2 and Pl/2 orbits. The Yale potential yields better
agreement with the experimental data than does the Tabakin potential. It is shown that the matrix
elements of the Coulomb force between two protons in these nuclei do not affect the relative
splittings of the energy levels by an appreciable amount. These matrix elements have a tendency
to vary systematically with the total angular momentum for a given configuration. (C. M. Shakin,
J. P. Svenne, and Y. R. Waghmare)
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LXXIV. Hartree=Fock Calculations with an Effective Interaction
Calculations of the ground state properties of spherical nuclei are continuing. The
nuclei He 4, O 16 , and Ca 4° are being considered. The interaction used is derived from the Yale
potential: Various improvements in the construction of the effective interaction will be con-
sidered. (M. Tomaselli, C. Shakin)
LXXV. Corrections to RPA Transition Rates
Electromagnetic transition strengths above the giant-dipole region are being calculated.
Coupling of high lying two-particle, two-hole states to the dipole state is being taken into account
as well as the direct excitation of these states via ground-state correlations. Pauli corrections
to the transition rate for the dipole state are also being considered. (C. Shakin, J. ,da.Providencia)
LXXVI. On the Tensor Correlations in Nuclei
The accuracy of a particular perturbative approach to tensor correlations in nuclei is
investigated.
The matrix elements of the effective interaction in the SS i state of relative motion are
compared to those of MacKellar, who has solved the B ethe-Goldstone equation for finite nuclei
in the Eden-Emery approximation.
Reasonable agreement with MacKellar' s results for the matrix elements and wave functions
is obtained for the larger oscillator size parameters considered. (M. Tomaselli)
LXXVII. Effective Interaction for 1P Shell Nuclei Calculated from the Hamada-Johnston Potential
Reaction matrix elements with respect to harmonic oscillator orbitals for use in shell
model calculations of the spectra of the 1P shell nuclei have been calculated in the extended Eden-
Emery approximation, employing the Hamada-3ohnston potential. (A. D. MacKellar and R. L.
B ecker)
LXXVIII. Dependence of Brueckner-Hartree-Fock Calculations for
Light Nuclei on Details of the Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction:
Comparison of the Yale, HI, and Reid Potentials
Calculations of matrix elements of Brueckner' s reaction matrix and the B ethe-Goldstone
wave functions for pairs of nucleons in light nuclei were carried out for the three currently most
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prominent phenomenological nucleon-nucleon interactions. Significant differences in finding
energies, single-particle energies, spin-orbit splittings, and effective interactions were found.
The proton-proton correlation function was derived and evaluated. (A. D. MacKellar, R. L.
Becket, B. M. Morris)
LXXN. Hartree-Fock Theory of Projected Wave Function
In a recent publication (Nucl. Phys. 78___,353, 1966) Yoccoz and Rouhanjejad propose to
determine rotational energies by a modified variational principle:
6 <_b]HPj] _b>/<_b Pj _ = 0
q_ being a Hartree-Fock type trial function, and Pj a projection operator on angnlar momentum J.
The authors restrict _ to being an eigenfunction of J3, which we think is a serious error. We
investigate the effect of relaxing this restriction. (N. Rogerson and F. Villars)
LXXXI. Rotational States in Nuclei
In a recent paper (Elementary Quantum Theory of Nuclear Collective Rotation, F. Villars,
Nucl. Phys. 74___,353 (1965)), a two dimensional model of a system of identical particles was
investigated. Conjugate operators ]] and ¢ were introduced ([_, e i_] = e igv) and a method was
devised to write the Hamiltonian as
H=H(°) +H(1) J +_ H (2)]]2 +...
where the H (i) all commute with both ] and gv. Assuming ]] diagonal, J[ -* M, the eigenvalue
1 M2 H(_) was solved in a Hartree-Fock approximatial andproblem for _ (M) = H(°) + MH(1) + _-
gave a rotational energy with a moment of inertia similar to the Thouless-Valatin expression.
"l'he corresponding, more realistic, three dimensional case is now under study. In place
of Jg, _ one has 3 body fixed unit vectors e-*A (A=1,2, 3) and 3 components J]A' representing the
collective variables. H can then be written as
H=H(O)+ _H_)_A +_ H_h ]A]B +...
where the H (i) commute with the collective operators. Assuming ]q and--_ diagonal, one has the
eigenvalue problem of a matrix:
A AB
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Again, we attempt to solve the eigenvalue problem of _ by a perturbation method, based on a
Hartree-Fock zero order approximation.
No satisfactory way to handle the case of small deformations has yet been found.
(F. Villars and G. Cooper)
LXXXII. Time and Time Delay in Classical and Quantum Mechanics
There are two ways of considering the correspondence between classical mechanics and
quantum mechanics. "First, we have the correspondence of Poisson bracket and operator com-
mutator and, secondly, the equality of the classical function and the first terms in the JWKB
expansion of the corresponding quantum mechanical quantity. It has been shown before that the
quantum mechanical notion of the coarse grained structure of space and time delay corresponds
in the lowest order of the JWKB approximation to the impact parameter and time delay in the
classical theory. In this paper, we introduce additional formalism to show that the time delays
in classical and quantum mechanics are identical limits on the corresponding Poisson brackets
and operator commutators. (J. V. Greenman)
LXXXIII. On the Validity of the Semiclassical Method for the
Coupled Channel Atomic Scattering Problem
We examine the question of whether it is valid to interpret the elastic and inelastic
differential cross sections of a typical atomic scattering system such as He + He- in terms of
the "interference of classical trajectories". We examine the S-matrix elements and consider
whether it is possible to express these elements as a sum of complex vectors with slowly varying
moduli and univalent phases. We show that for typical molecular potentials, it is impossible to
get such an expansion that leads to any intuitive physical picture. (J. V. Greenman)
LXXXIV. Spectrum of Alkali Atoms
The spectrum of alkali atoms was studied with every simple method. It was assumed that
the valence electron moves in a simple potential, which is the Coulomb-field for r < r c and an
infinite repulsive potential for r < r . This is an approximate description of the fact that the
c
electron enters the core only with a very high momentum, because of the Pauli principle.
It turned out that this potential reproduces the S and P levels of all alkalis with an
accuracy of a few percent. The core radii r c were found (best fit) to be (in Bohr radii):
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r c
Li I Na1.031 1.116 k IRbItsi.443 i.523 1.678
The repulsive potential description of the core will be used to calculate the cohesive
energy of the alkali metals. (R. Parsons (SLAC) and V. F. Weisskopf)
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L. Dohnert-Hueck S. P insky
G. Donner E. Redish
C. Dover C. Rinehart
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M. Feigenbaum B. Rouben
M. Feinroth A. Rubenstein
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D. Freeman R. Saenger
W. Friedman E. Salamin
M. Fry K. Salz
J. Goldstein L. Saunders
R. Hobbs D. Schaeffer
L. Hubbard C. Schmid
A. Jaffrin E. Schreier
W. Junkin S. Sen
S. Klawansky D. Shapero
R. Shea
R. Simon
R. Stuller
R. Thews
N. Tomlijanovich
F. Triantafyllidis
P. Ulrich
M. Vaughn
R. Vickson
G. Weinberger
F. Winkelmann
K. Witzke
R. Yaes
B. Yung
R. Zia
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